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Crushing check! Over 1,000 animated Fedorov unloads against the Rangers!

frames including slap shots, wrist shots All 650 NHL players are here - and you

and 14 different goalie animations! select automatic or manual goalie control!

THE ULTIMATE POWER PLAY.
Skate your way to Stanley Cup® glory with all-new All-Star Hockey! Play with all

26 NHL® teams and all 650 NHL Players including Bure, Messier, Yzerman, Jagr,

Lindros, Hull, Irbe, Chelios and more! Real ice-action is here too with line changes,

“speed bursts", instant replays, one timers - with a battery that tracks season

standings & stats, sampled sound effects and color commentary from Marv Albert,

voice of the NY Rangers. It's as real as it gets - and ifs only from Sega Sports'!
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Rookie sensation Grant Hill

explodes to the hole!
Reggie Miller will be raining 3's! Robinson takes his slams to a new level!

Real NBA stars including Patrick Ewing, Hakeem Olajuwon, Tim Hardaway, Jason Kidd,

Shawn Kemp and Larry Johnson take flight with our "All-New Fast Breaking View." Choo:

from 27 NBA Teams, to battle through League, Playoffs and the NBA Finals. Trade playei

to build a dynasty, then immortalize the glory with your own personalized cart! Create

your own players, put yourself in the game, and see how you measure up to NBA stars

or play with 30 Hall of FamerS. Large Battery tracks stats in 19 different categories.

Marv Albert calls all the action. NBA Action '95 starring David Robinson is fan-tastic!

Game Gear” lectures

may vary from Genesis”
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Wow, it's been non-stop mayhem since we returned

from the Winter CES. We had only 13 days to put this

issue together, so there wasn’t much sleeping at

GameFan this month. On top ot that, product is slow in

coming as many companies make ready their plans

for the upcoming 64-bit system roll-outs. While mak-
ing the rounds at the CES, I was quite surprised by the

amount of developers who have already taken the 64-

bit plunge. After talking with many a frustrated devel-

oper, I can understand why. One ot the main attrac-

tions to the Playstation and Saturn is the CD format

itself. Being able to go from development system to

finished product in just two weeks, rather than the

90+days required for cart, really helps the publisher

place an accurate order. If you've got orders for

50,000 pieces, you can press exactly that amount,

thus avoiding costly inventory. Since re-orders are

swift in coming, if a game sells through, the publisher

can act quickly and get more on the shelves before

the game dies. I.E. they can run lean and mean.

This explains why so many predominantly console

oriented companies have PC CD Rom titles in devel-

opment. Why start now on a 16-bit product that

wouldn't make it out until early ‘96 and land in a

potentially depreciated 16-bit market, when you can

develop a PC product, with little to no risk, and then,

when the new systems hit, simply port it quickly to

either the Saturn or Playstation. Although these PC

ports won’t tax the new platforms at all, at least there

will be some games to play early on.

As soon as the Saturn and Playstation hit, develop-

ers will begin to develop true next generation games.

Games that only the next generation consoles can

handle, like Toh shin den and Clockwork Knight. You

will never see games like these on PC, and they are

first generation. Which leads me to my next point.

Many people have asked me why GameFan has never

covered PC games, here's why;

I think that Tom Kalinske summed it up nicely dur-

ing a recent press conference when he stated that

PCs are still too complex for the enthusiast gamer.

Until it's as simple as "plug n' play," the PC game
market will remain rather small in the scope of

things. Tom also stated that Sega's top engineers can

still not get Sonic 1 to run on a Pentium... Sonic 1!,

look at Clockwork Knight, or Shinobi on the Saturn,

blissful platformers such as these will never see the

light of day on PC. And Daytona, or Ridge Racer, forget

it.

Also, in order to play the very best games out there,

you're looking at a sizable investment ($3000+). Why
would anyone, who wants to play video games, spend

six times as much money for a heavy, non portable,

and inferior machine? If you happen to have a beefed

up PC in the house, or you purchase one for business

reasons, I can see playing games during down time,

but the true video game player who demands the best

that gaming has to offer, will lind his home on one of

the big threes' new platforms. That is why I have cho-

sen not to cover this genre. Also, if you are going to

cover a genre, I believe you have to cover the whole

spectrum, and when it comes to PC that means
“interactive multimedia ", “edutainment" and other

hyper boring types of software... nuff said.

And finally, I would like to address some mail that

I have received recently regarding Viewpoint. Many
of you are wondering how our system works since

the overall scores do not match the cumulative num-
bers. We use the breakdowns; graphics, control, play

mechanics, originality, and sound, so that you can

see where a game's strengths and weaknesses lie.

The overall score, however, reflects how the review-

er felt personally about the game. For instance, the

numbers could add up to 90, but the overall score

could be lower. If a game is outstanding in every

category, but the reviewer simply did not like the

overall feel or character in it, for example, that is

reflected in his overall score. That way it’s kind of

like two reviews in one. Simply adding up the num-

bers takes the personality out of the review. Since

everyone is different, being able to go by either the

breakdown or the personal opinion allows you a

broader outlook. Also, within the issue you'll find an

in depth review, not the back of the box, on every

game in Viewpoint. That review is written by some-

one who likes that category. We take our editorial

very seriously here at GF, and as you know, we listen

when our readers talk.

And finally, I would like to send my condolences to all

of those affected by the recent tragedy in Kobe. I was

there a year ago, and I know how shocking a jolt that

size can be. I wish you the best of luck in your recovery.

DIE HARD GAME FAN is published monthly lor S47.90

per year by Die Hard Game Fan, 5137 Clarelon Dr.

Suite 210, Agoura Hills CA 91301 . Application to mail

at second class postage rates is pending al Tarzana.

CA and additional points ol entry. POSTMASTER:
Send Address changes to Die Hard Game Fan, 5137

Clareton Dr. Suite 210. Agoura Hills CA91301.
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holds a host of deadly surprises for Rogue

(jambit's staff allows him to fight at

any distance. Play your cards carefully,

especially with Fabian Cortez in town.

1 (Jse Bishop to dodge the deadly tornadoes 1

1 ofSienna Blaze, and take the fight to her.
\



Contains none of the U.S. Recommended Daily

Allowances of vitamins ain minerals

.
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'Whether the FDA approves or not, your eating habits are

about to change. Meet GEX’: your tongue - snapping

,

smart-ass alter ego. With this ££& CrkO’S gravity-

defying grip and thrashing tail, you'll prowl

a twisted world of TV-villains and B-raovie

scoundrels, hurling wicked one-liners
and fireballs. It's one brain-frying, TV-land trip,

where dining out means CrUTlChy dragonflies, juicy

grasshoppers, tasty fleas and caterpillars.

Not exactly the colonel's snack' n pak, but

lip- SITia Cllin’ good, just the same. Without these

skanky nuggets o'bug HTuts to munch for power,

you’re roadkill, baby. Oh, you’ll hlist a few

of Miss Manners' rules in

this 32-bit battle. But hey,

omy wussies
worry about good taste,

right?

3D gecko action, 450 frames of GEX animation,

hand-rendered backgrounds and CD-qualitv

sound boost realism to eye-popping proportions.

Each world inspired by either Rung Foo, Shmuck

Rogers, that Indiana dude, Boris Carloff, and

Rojer Rabbit. (Legal weasels require we le vague.)

Call 1-900-737-4767 85t /min. 18 oi older touch-tone phone only to hear

Dana Gould's hilarious GEX routines. Yeah, it'll cost you a little, but you'll cough up a lung

as he sends you reeling with side-splitting laughter like only a guy who OD'd on 70' s TV can.

Cryslal Dynamics and GEX are trademarks of Crystal Dynamics Inc. 3DO, the 3DO logos and Interactive Multiplayer arc trademarks ofThe 3DO Company. ©1994 Crystal Dynamics Inc. All rights reserved.

DYNAMICS
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NOTHING. NOTHING CAN PREPARE YOUR 32X.

DO 00 WHS

f

UNLEASH JOHNNY CAGE'S

SHADOW KICK!

*

mi
ALL THE ACTION OF THE

ARCADE SMASH!

FRIENDSHIP?

FLAMING SKULLS SCREAM

PAST YOU IN STEREO!

iviujuiiju rvuitium

Rip into the real arcade action that 32 megs of high-speed, 32 bit

processing can deliver! Trade-up to faster game play, realistic character

animation, state-of-the-art graphics and the bone-crunching music and

sound f/x of the arcade smash—from "Finish Him" to "Flawless Victory."

You might have played it before but... Nothing, NOTHING can prepare you

for MKII on 32X1

NOWON

MIDWAY
32X 4«laim



Ever blown
your

inner ©&r
out your

nose?



Nothing's worse than a mean dose of V©X HfZO
— except maybe a crushed kidney. ’Cause in

Off-world Interceptor™,
Crystal Dynamic's™ vicious 4x4 off-road

kill-fest, grabbing air is just another

perk. (Check out the extreme, 32-bit

texture mapped, butt -bone smashing

terrain!) As a bounty hunter, your job's

to scrape up the scabs that

society’s picked off and flicked your way.

Crush* em beneath ten tons of

screaming steel, C X GID8, t. 6 * 611) with

blazing napalm cannons. Whatever it takes —
cause given half a chance, they'll be

thrilled to cLSGp—f'Xy your customized

Monster Stomper into a Crispy mess you wouldn't

serve in Hell's Kitchen .One last thing

-

buckle up. Because coming down's a bitch.

On the way up, you porta whup a couple'a tough mo'fo's.

This gome's no exception. They're called Bosses. But don't

bother oss-kissing 'cause you'll lose more than your foce.

Ditch the KC lights, cause this ain't no sousoge-on-o-slick

stadium show. Beef up your 4x4 with trick engines, oir

grabbing jump jets and carcass-carving pulse lasers.

Exorcise all that repressed juvenile behavior with our

heod-to-heod 'woste-rer-buddy' 2 player mode. Freud'd

be embarrassed But Genghis Khon would totally opprove.

f "Any closer Dog Breath, and I

braid those nostril hairs. Get

^ man some clippers and a mint

Sick of pointless full-motion video? Well, bite us, we're doin' it onywoy.

We've dropped in some smort-ossed punks sillin' up front talking smack.

Cryltol Oynooiia and OHwtd Inl.citploi on Vodoowtu ot Clyflol Oywoii

(Xnldlosl M.Y 300, ifco 300 Ioqm ood Intoftclivo tdotliptoyoi on irodotnafki ot r

300 Cooipooy. OHM Cryilol Dynooiln lX.lill.il «.». XII riplili mono DYNAMICS



WANTEDTOP TEW
1. Donkey Kong Country (SNES)

2. Final Fantasy III (SNES)

3. Mortal Kombat II (SNES)

4. Doom (Jaguar)

5. Earthworm Jim (Genesis)

6. Super SF 2 Turbo (3DO)

7. Sonic & Knuckles (Genesis)

8. Super SF 2 (SNES)

9. Super Metroid (SNES)

10. Road Rash (3DO)

’Mega Man X (SNES)

l|jp Instinct
(Ultra 64)

3 - Vn-tua Fighter (Sa turn
)

'' Phan,asVStar iv Genesis,
Vortex (Jaguar)

6 - Raynran
(Jaguar)

fc
Prima,Rage

(Ja guaf)

8
- ftarfox 2 (SNES)

9 -™
Soldier (Jaguar)

,0
' Samurai Shodown

II (NE0*GE0)

S GENESIS GAME GEAR
Keaton of Evanstd|

^Jeff Jensen of Ittewarde

Jay Turner of PhiUnfeiphia

All you have to do to enter the drawing is write down a list of your top 10 favorite games and the 10 games you want the most that aren't out yet, on a piece of paper or a postcard then send them

GAME FAN TOP TEN 5137 Clareton Dr., Suite 210 Agoura Hills,CA 91301
Drawing is limited to One (1) entry per person per month. Hope to hear from you soon.

Drawings will be held on the 21st of each month. The three (3) winners will be notified by mail and listed on this page.



THE ODDS ARE AGAINST YOU



Battlemorph" This much-anticipated

3-D sequel to Cybermorph has a killer

new twist. You can seek out new

worlds underwater and underground.

Available 1st quarter.

Brett Hull Hockey™ With awesome

digitized graphics and a real-time 3-D

rink, you'll feel every slapshot, save

and humiliating slam into the boards.

Available 2nd quarter.

Dragon's Lair' Dirk's back,

only this time he'll be fighting

dragons in your home. It'll

take the Jaguar's raw 64-bit

power to the max. Available

1st quarter.

Highlander™ Based on the hit movies

and TV series, Highlander will take

your swordsmanship to the 64-bit

level. Available 1st quarter.

Robinson's Requiem™ Imprisoned

on an alien planet, you either

escape or die. You'll cover 3 miles

of 3-D terrain as you fight off star-

vation, predators and insanity.

Available 2nd quarter.

Creature Shock™ You're on a mission to find

the remains of a lost ship on the near-dead

Planet Earth. 3-D graphics and eerie special

effects add to the chills. Available 2nd quarter.

Blue Lightning™ You're in an F 18 battling

a renegade general. Can you handle precision

flying and stomach-wrenching dogfights or do

you need your mother? Available 1st quarter.

1 ATARI ; -amt tips and hints 1-900 73 ATARI 95e per minute. II you aie undei 18. be sure to gel a parent's permission before onling A touch tone telephone is required, USA only. Alan Jaguar intormatiori
xixn«n»%l is available m the Alar! Gaining Forum on CoinpuServe. Type GO JAGUAR lo access this area 34 hours a day Atari Jaguar Information is available in tire Alan Roundtable Foruin on GEnie Type
JAGUAR to access tins area 24 hours a day ATARI, tlie Atari logo. Jaguar, the Jaguar logo, Jaguar CD, VLM, Virtual Light Machine, Battlemorph are trademarks or registered trademarks ol Atari Gotporalion. Copyright
1994. Atari Corporation, Sunnyvale, CA 94089-1302. Made in the U,S. ol domeslic and imported components. All rights reserved. All other trademarks and copyrights are properties ot ttieir respective owners. "Dragon s
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How can we possibly make the 64-bit Jaguar more powerful? Attach an Atari

double-speed CD player. It ’s a lot like attaching an atom bomb to an F-14. We re

talking explosive power that no other CD-ROM combination can match. Just

piggyback this 790-meg monster onto your Jaguar and watch your TV come alive

with insane true color, movie-like images and CD-quality stereo sound.

f h.e most

[H r. \

Demolition Man™ Get ready for

an interactive adventure with live

action footage of Stallone and

Snipes. Now your sappy dreams

a Available

-same system In the

of movie stardom can be a re

Available 1st quarter.

Virtual Light Machine "

Watch the beats of your

CD's come to life in a pul-

sating collage of 65,000

mind-blowing colors. Or

create your own cosmic

light show at the touch of

a button.

If our Interactive CD games don’t rearrange your brain cells, the

built-in Virtual Light Machine will. Throw on your favorite CD, and

watch the music morph, contort, and pulsate in a psychedelic light

show your ex-hippie parents may even appreciate. So check out the new CD play-

er for the Jaguar. It'll crank the torque up to nuclear proportions.

S14Q
[SOSSSSSS]

6 DO+THE

MATH
B

T

1,Remark nf Huth GrouD- ©1994 Character design ©1983 Don Buth; all audio, visual and concepts - used under exclusive license of Epicenter Interactive Inc. Programming ©1994 ReadySoft Inc.AJI

l. kexSrev is a trarterrork ot Accolade fc»c (TXI is allc&i Iceneed by EJretl HlA and me National Hockey League Bayers Assocatxxr NHLPA s a trademark cJ the Nalxjnal Hockey Lea^je Players

94 Gaumont Televisnn. "Highlander is the protected trademark ol Gaurnonl Television." $149 is Manufaclurer's Suggested Retail Price lor the Jaguar CD Player. Prices may vary.



PWSS STURT EVEDC'L PLAY AS EYEDOL!

KILLER INSTINCT - ARCADE
SPEED-UP CODE!
Begin a 2-player game, during the FMV
intro before the match, have both players

press Right and all Punch buttons.

Prepare for some TRUE hyper fighting!

Dan Granett. Shin New Ground.

Begin a 1 -player game as Spinal, and be sure to

have two credits in the machine. Get to Eyedol

and absorb four of his special moves. Now per-

form Spinal's Morph move while doing a combo
on the computer Eyedol. Spinal will morph into

Eyedol for a split second. While Spinal is mor-

phed into Eyedol, press the 2P Start button. (You

have to be very fast!) Now you can use Eyedol!

Erik Bianchi. Los Angeles, CA.

>

UNIRACERS - SNES
ANTI-SEGA PROPAGANDA
Enter your name as “SEGA" or

“SONIC" and you’ll get to read

some anti-Sega propaganda.

Nate Sestrich, Johnstown, PA.

/
^jrCCtOIL—xz I

-=*8 •-!cotucr nopv
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T05=
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DEMON'S CREST - SNES
ULTIMATE GARGOYLE
PASSWORD!
This password allows you to
transform into the Ultimate
Gargoyle, who has the
strengths of all the other
gargoyles.

QFFF KNRR
DDLR XGTQ

J. Bart, Tuscon, AZ. Jason Kopp,
Troy, MD & Willie Malibiran, San

WA Y OF THE WARRIOR - 3DO
MORE SECRET STAGES
Enter the follwing codes in the

Name Entry screen:

A new way to fight - TUGAWAR,
APRIL 16, 1964

WOTW' Turbo - SPEED, AUGUST
8 1980
Gulab Jamun's BG - TAJ MAHAL,
JANUARY 1, 1901

Mike Brennan, Wilkes-Barre, PA.

The Super
Hocus Pocus
Giveaway

The winner will

receive a free game
console of his or her
choice. That's
game console; 3DO,
Jaguar, Sega CD,

Genesis, CDX, SNES,

CHECKERED FLAG - JAGUAR
NIGHT-TIME DRIVING
Enter the Option Screen and
highlight Weather. Press 8, 4, 7,

3 on the keypad.

Christopher G. Morin, Chicopee.

MA.

Second prize will

win a free CameFan
T Shirt, the game of
his/her choice and a
one year subscrip-
tion to GameFan.

Third prize will

win a Game
Fan T Shirt, and
a one year sub-

scription to

GameFan.

or Neo Geo.

IRON SOLDIER - JAGUAR
ULTRA-CHEAT CODE!
At the Option Screen, enter 37668242 on the keypad. The screen will

flash if the code was entered correctly. Now you can select your
stage and get all the weapons!
James Wright, Memphis, TN.

INSANE MODE!
At the Option Screen, enter 6824 on the

keypad. The screen will flash if the code
was entered correctly. You’ll now take

much more damage than usual.

Jon Lenaway. New Baltimore, Ml.

JOHN MADDEN NFL FOORBALL 95 - GENESIS
PLAY AS THE NORTH CAROLINA PANTHERS AND JACK-
SONVILLE JAGUARS!
At the Setup Screen, press “B, A, C, A, C." You'll hear Madden yell

“POW!” The two new teams will appear after the All-Madden Team in

Team Select.

James R. Geiger. Shellsburg, IA & Adam Spero, So. Euclid, OH.

You want a bigger Hocus Pocus? We want a bigger Hocus Pocus.
Announcing the biggest Tricks & Tips contest ever; The Super
Hocus Pocus Giveaway: Send in your codes, good bad or ugly.

We will choose one grand prize winner each month.
(Current subscribers will receive a one year extension.)

Codes cannot come from a previously published US
magazine. Winners will be drawn each month and
displayed here in Hocus Pocus, a place

where cheaters can prosper now like

never before.

James R. m
Geiger, Shellsburg, IA

,

Nate
Sestrich, Johnstown, PA.

James Wright,

Memphis, TN.

Hocus Pocus
5137 Ciareton Or. Suite 210

Agoura Hills Ca. 91301



Three Characters.

Two Outlaws.

One Serious Mess,

.call (41*1 243-34171
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IN CASE YOU ARE NEW TO THE PAGES OF GAMEFAN, YOO SHOULD KNOW THAT WE REVIEW GAMES IN

COMPARISON TO OTHER GAMES ON THEIR RESPECTIVE PLATFORMS. ALSO. EACH GAME SHOWN IS

REVIEWED IN DEPTH WITHIN THE ISSUE. SO YOO GET FOUR POINTS OF VIEW.

Nick Rox TAKAHARA
CORE DESIGN • I6MEG • ISOMETRIC ACTION • 1-2 PLAYER • AVAILABLE NOW

j

Finally!, an Isometric action GRAPHICS 9
game that I can sink my leelh inlo.

Core's Skeleton Krew is obviously MUSIC 9
the result ol many months ol

intense programming. The art is
CONTROL 10

amazing wilh hyper detailed char-

acters (Joint is the coolest!) and 9
backgrounds, perfect control, and

an excellent surreal soundtrack, moiiiity 10
The music in this game is much 1

better than Doom la game with m
similar overlonesl on the 32X! All I P® ff
can do now is hope lor a sequel. m

What can I say? Skeleton Krew

Is indeed impressive! The

music tits the dark theme per-

fectly. the graphics and charac-

ters are totally original, and best

of all it s 3/4 view. Games like

this when done correctly, are

among the most fun to play of

any genre, in two player mode
with tons ol sprites on screen...

no flicker! With games like this

Now here's an un-explored GRAPHICS

genre! Core comes through big

time with a unique isometric MUSK

gaming experience. Although
I'm not a big fan of the CONTROL

European stuff. I have to make
an exception when it comes to PUT®*

Core's Skeleton Krew. . This

ain't James Pond! Mega detail. ORIGINALITY

interesting characters and a

very good soundtrack ad joy to J

this adventure through the *

realm of the un-dead. ^

the Genesis. Action and Role

Playing Ians alike will love this

game. It has fully animated,

huge characters, a user friendly

interlace, great control, and

music by Yuzo Koshiro. Yuzo

actually designed Oasis, and 1

1

must say. for the lirst time out.

BC RACERS SEGA CD -CORE DESIGN • CD-ROM • COMBAT/RACING • 1-2 PLAYER • AVAILABLE NOW

Sega CD owners get yet another

great Core game. BC Racers
main attraction is its great scal-

ing. but that is not where the tun

slops. BC has a great cast ol

characters (including some pre-

historic beauties), cool bongo
music, and it's just plain fun to

My Sega CD has been a lonely lit-

tle box lately. I guess that's

because I only fire it up when Core

stuff comes out! BC was worth the

wait. Just like I thought it would

BC scales as well as the Sega CD

possibly can. On top of that it's

just a fun game. Bonus time, when

you beat BC, no cheapy. cheapy.

the tracks change wilh the difficul-

ty levels. You have CD, you buy

At lirst I thought. Caveman
racing? But BC Racers isn't

your typical racing game.
How about some incredibly
smooth scaling, jammin'
bongo beats, and stellar Play

Mechanics? BC Racers has
all ol this and more... it’s like

Virtua racing in the dino age.

You can practically go any-
where on the track, and, if

you so desire, mow down
some spectators. Now. bring

X-MEN 2 THE CLONE WARS • GENESIS • SEGA I6MEG • ACTION PLATFORM • 1-2 PLAYER • AVAILABLE NOW

01 all the X-Men games out
there, this is the one! The
game features comic book
quality art. long challenging
levels, and allows you to

choose from six of the X-Mens
finest. The music and animation

about 5 times, and you've got

sequel power: X-Men-2. The
Clone Wars. The game still

doesn't have the greatest ani-

mation or music (although it is

much improved), but it does
have more special etlects. great

artwork, huge levels, and some
truly tierce bosses. If you liked

the first one. you should be
more than happy with this next

poppin' special etlects. big

characters, and keen bosses.

X-Men fans will jump for joy

over this one. but not being a

big X-Men tan I can't get that

excited. I must admit however

that this is an impressively

designed and executed game.

It you liked the lirst one, this is

Wow!, this is 8-megs? These

guys know how to program.

Easily the best Warner Bros,

cartoon game to date, this game
reflects the cartoon perfectly.

Irom the animation, to the

sound, to most importantly, the

sight gags! It's an Acme lest as

Wile E.Coyote, and a cat &
mouse caper as the Roadrunner.

Two games in one... 8-meg. lots

Wile E. Coyote and the Road
Runner are at it again! Except this

time, you can be either one!

Chase, or be chased, to cartoon

quality graphics, sound, and...

humor. Even though I finished the
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What’s the result when Game Boy® and

Super NES® have a head-on collision?

Super Game Boy®. This high-impact

unit transforms your favorite portable

games into full-screen, multi-colored

masterpieces! Super Game Boy packs

a lot of technology into a tiny Pak, but

you don’t have to be a brain surgeon

to figure out how to use it. It’s a

simple piggy-back job. Just

slide the Super Game Boy

into your Super NES, as

you would any other

Super NES ^ ^
game, then pop any

Game Boy game into the Super

—
±.

SwSebot E

31[ _
1 E

Game Boy. Instant color conversion!

And it’s not just for new Game Boy

games. ANY Game Boy game can

take advantage of Super Game Boy’s

powers of color transformation.

That's a lot of games, too-well over

350 titles! And once you’re all set up,

you’ll play your Game Boy games

using Super NES controllers.

You’ll hear the stereo Game

Boy music through TV

or stereo speakers.

You’ll play it in

living color on

your TV screen.

Get the big picture?

ADVERTISEMENT



With Game Boy, you have the ability to

“take it with you,” but Super Game Boy lets you

show off your favorite Game Boy games in an all-new way.

Your Game Boy games will look better, play easier and take on

a whole new level of graphic detail. In this case, bigger is definitely

better. Instantly mutate Metroids to 10 times their original size! If a

picture is worth a thousand words, the “before and after” shots

here are saying a lot of good things about Super Game Boy!

ADVERTISEMENT



ADVERTI
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(

"UCtW/Nc-

If you have a Super NES

but not a Game Boy, you can

access a whole new world of games

^ once you have a Super Game Boy. Exclusive

Game Boy titles like Donkey Kong Land, Metroid II:

!>

Return of Samus and the entire Super Mario Land

series can now be played on your Super NES! Paks like

the Legend of Zelda®: Link’s Awakening™ and the Final

Fantasy Legend™ series take on a whole new level

of excitement with Super Game Boy.

1O03W





Another custom

feature that will help you

create stand-out screens is

Super Game Boy s border

option. It has nine pre-

programmed borders, but y

choices are almost endless

because you can also design you

r

own borders. Be creative. Select

the Custom Border Icon and paint

your own masterpiece.

Using a border that complements

your game screen can certainly

enhance your gaming

experience. For example,

set the scene for

Link’s Awakening by

painting a border that

features Koholint

and Egg Mountain,

or build an arena

around your

NBA Jam™ court.

If you it*lly wm( to 90 crsty with your borders.

we suggest hooking up the Super NFS

Mouse to port 1 1 on your Super NES.

It will work kind of like Mono Pouit*

Just select o color from the

click ond

tons, ond

point owoy'

Super

Game Boy also

allows you to edit the

various colors of any given

palette by increasing or decreasing

the brightness of each color. If you

come up with an unbeatable combination

of colors, write down the password that

you're given, and then enter it any

time you want to use that palette again.

It’s versatile. It's comprehensive. It's cool.



ADVERTISEMENT

N H A/
Programmers

can now pre-assign

colors to provide optimal

contrast, vibrancy and

detail with Super Game Boy

Enhanced Mode.

Different levels of a game

can access different color palettes,

as well. And customized borders that surround

the piayfiekJ can be built-in to create an exciting

frame that complements the game. Check out

games like Donkey Kong. Space Invaders,'
-

<v
~

Wild Snake.”

Bonk's Revenge,”

Mega Man V. Donkey Kong

Land and more! Keep an eye out for

the happy face icon on the box. It

lets you know that the Super Game

Boy Enhanced Mode is

readv to roll!

Srlwt onf
Power Roiwjer and

f nhnnced Mode outfits

them in the right color.

Hey! Rip out this coupon and score $5
OFF YOUR PURCHASE OF SUPER GAME BOY

!

Save $5.00

OMWdUOC OfeTniM»<Mr
f1>l(

When you purchase

one Super Game Boy.

GOOD TOWARDS PURCHASE OP FMATURSD SUPER GAME ROY ONLY.

Manufacturer's Coupon Offer expires December 31 . 1995

ADVERTISEMENT



SUPER TURRICAN 2 • SNES • OCEAN I6MEG • ACTION PLATFORM • I PLAYER AVAILABLE NOW

Super Turrican 2 reminds me SUMCS 9
el the Super Famicom games
ot old. The SNES hardware Is

owe 9
brought to its knees in this

game, with special eflects
CONTROL 3

around every corner. The UfKO 10
adventure is loaded with

great play mechanics, (law- CMSMUTf 9
less control, and incredible

music. First Mega Turrican. AO
and now this! I'm really start- M/
tag to like this guy! mm

Euro madness is invading my
SNES... and I like it! This
sequel to the sleeper hit Super
Turrican packs about as much
in to IS-megs as humanly pos-

sible. These guys must have
really studied the SNES hand-
book Great tunes and mucho
mode-7, along with some very

solid platforming action (com-

plete with the ever popular
grappling arm) make this one
SNES game you need!

SUftttS 9

H6ISIC 9

COUTftOt 8

um 10

MMjn 9

90

ST2 Is an explosive cart tkat shows

the SNES s true colors, il ?oo know

what I mean. From start to finish

this is non-stop blistering action

with special eflects that truly

impress. A vast amount of Mooe-7

Is used throughout, the moslc Is the

test I've heard in a SNES action

game In tome time, and the control

is right there. It you're starving lor

a quality action game on the SNES

like I was. ST should till yoanp.

MiMtt 9

MAC 9

co«ra 8

punta 8

cswui/rt 8

90
T. TUFF • SNES OCEAN • I2MEG • ACTION PLATFORM • I PLAYER AVAILABLE NOW

Little Mr. Tuff Is a pretty cool

new character, but besides the

ingenious weapons he uses and

sporadic use ol vehicles, this Is

a very basic platformer. The lev-

els are many, but they are short,

and towards the end. the diffi-

culty is ??set on. yah... right, it's

good that the game Is pro-

grammed very well, but it

screams Euro. I have mixed
feelings on this one. It is

CUMCt 8

com 7

UB 8

79

Hyper cute. James Pondish tuswx 8
robo-platforming can be
yours! Mr. Tuft (or Oceans WSC 6
answer to Megaman) is -
headed your way. This is a COVTKt »

pretty quality little plat- g
former. It didn't knock my
socks off but I found it very ywujn 8
playable. It’s better than
most but with the happy,
happy soundtrack I don't

know if it s for me.

Ocean should have brought oul «««$ 8
this cart a long lime ago! Much
like Mega Man. Mr. Tufl uses a me 7
vast array ot power-ups and bops

around in a predominately robot- mvtbi ft

ic world. Actually, this game is

much longer, and much harder g

79

than MM was. I'm nol saying it

.

a belter game, laltbough il Is q
close) but it you like MM this is

' 57

the next best thing. Detailed

graphics and awesome gameplay
make this a "Tutr game to beat

in the SNES platform arena. 87

1
I
s '.

MOTOCROSS CHAMPIONSHIP • 32X • SEGA • I6MEG • RACING • 1-2 PLAYER • AVAILABLE NOW

Super Motocross, OK here goes. 1 raced Motocross for seven years, and MOWS 8 Remember how exciting MAfWcs 8
1 ride a Ninja to GF every day. I'm fakin' tv/o spots. Here's the prob's. . Excitebike was? Well The 32X _

You soar oft the double jumps... no body English! Pilch that bad boy. is here and now you can do it

c'mon! Also, you hit people?...N0! That ain't right. And what is v/ith the

piles ol goo in the middle ol the turns Iv/hich have no bermsj... on a hot

day? They groom MX tracks. Also, what is with the massive collisions FJ! «K* 6 n\m 8

at the start? This NEVER happens. OK. now the good stutl. This is an
•atom 8 game is very addicting, espe- ttttUUTf 8

controls extremely well. Even with all the inaccuracies, it's still really

79 88fun lo play. So turn oil the music, grab a friend, and you will have fun. this one. but 1 love it. 1 just

Bui Stadium Cross (where is it!?), it ain't. vranna haul ass

!

MORTAL KOM8AT II • 32X • ACCLAIM - 32MEG • FIGHTING • 1-2 PLAYER • AVAILABLE NOW

Finally, a worthy version ol

MKII that can hold its own vs.

the coin-op. Many thousands

ot anxious MK Ians will no

doubt revel in this near perfect

port which contains never

belore seen static screens,

and all the gushing goo you've

come to know and like. You'll

also be glad to know that it

SOUNDS as good as it looks!

(fJMCS 9

** 9

camw. 8

»J!» 9

ncaurr 9

Unlike the whole of

America. 1 am not an MK
fan. 1 will however admit

that this is as close to the

coin-op as you can get at

this time. I'm sure that all ot

you MK fans (who probably

think I'm just a swell guy)

will jump for joy when you

see this version. Maybe
MKIII v/ill be my game.

VJFKCS 8

WAX 9

CMTKt 9

M.'*a 9

CKAJUTt 8

It's ham to nun nur net w- cams 9

carsa 9

urea 8

MMiiffT 8

Of UN? ao UN?

SWN or MKII is comm out or ism

Guests (MIL SKI t». Tw Klf

nur 1 tun come n amw um tan

IS MW M TMUS1MS Of COINS »
MY TV!, raa uu son nos!

CoiN-of cotrmot, awesome ssuno.

mo Kitimx m km Res! Who

CQU10 ASX EM MWHK MOM?

^
-‘-STfJ

-/S

90 89 95
METAL HEAD - 32X • SEGA 24MEG ACTION ADVENTURE • 1 PLAYER • AVAILABLE NOW

Metal Head is an excellent lirst

generation 32x game. II has

multiple viewpoints, texture

mapping, good music, and
exlremely addicting gameplay.

The trame rate is surprisingly

last and your enemies gel right

in your lace with minimal pix-

elizalion. The missions never

gel boring, and the game is

long and challenging enough

for the seasoned pro. Nice!

stjwcs 9

uust. 8

10

Ufica 9

Kwutm 9

Wovi, the 32X can do some
nifty 3D! Like the Genesis. 1

think that as time goes on
this little system that can,

v/ill intensify steadily. MH
is twice as good as any-
thing I've played so far. I

still crave that CD quality

sound but never the-less

this is an adventure v/ell

v/orth taking. Easily the

best game of its kind!

vum 8

vm 8

ccma 9

fUflK* 9

Otataurr 9

il your'e 0 tan ot Battieiectr type

simulation games. MH is Ike game
lor you! The missions are diverse

and never boring, and yon can

'beet-uf your meen wiin powerful

weapons lor speedy demolition, if

you do a goad mb and earn enough

cash. There are a ion ol voice sam-

ples tbat lake you In to every battle,

along with some pretty OX music.

sums 8

UWK 6

CChTRGt 8

»J'KH 8

CttJUUTf 8

—
' y

'* 1

- -

90 89
Oh. did 1 mention that everything is

lexture mapped, very smoeth and

you have lour viewpoints right al 94 Isr \i~><
RETURN FIRE - 300 • SILENT SOFTWARE • ACTION/STRATEGY 1-2 PLAYER • AVAILABLE NOW

Al first 1 found Return Fire

extremely tun as 1 zipped
around blowing up everything

In sight to perfectly matched
classical tunes. However, after

doing this lor an extended
amount ol time, against the

same background. I became
weary and wanted more!
Thankfully, the 2-player game
is lunner than that hot place.

Alter annihilating Kid Fan. 1

lound RF a worthy investment.

vimi 9

wxn 9

cm 8

WEE* 7

Msmtrrf 9

Drive (or fly) around and

blast the crud out of any-

thing that moves, v/hile

blaring classical music
v/hales in the background.

What a great release Return

Fire is. Strategy... minimal,

carnage... abundant, and

against a Iriend it's the

Street Fighter Tv/o of v/ar

games! Pretty darn cool!

vimcs 9

UACfl 8

mw. 8

WK* 8

-MW1 8

RF Is a very original concept in the

wake ot an over strategized genre.

Sometimes, don l you just wanna

blow the crud out ot everything in

sight!? RF is detailed, right down
1

lo the smallest piece ol shrapnel

and the arsenal al your disposal Is

enough to obliterate an entire city,

in (he air and or me ground! 1 just

lore the smell ot my 300 in the

morning! Two player mode, lorgel

it. 1 always win... any takers?

cum$ 9

WSCFI 9

KUTK4 8

wta 8

CRCrJUUTf 10 i

tfjM
85 82 92
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Street Fighter II... a modern legend. With billions of dollars in prof-

it and thousands of teenage fans, it was only a matter of time

before Hollywood stepped in and destroyed it for us. Have you
seen the Van Damme flick-o'-pain? Don't. For any Street Fighter

fan, it’s pure torture... Dhalsim's a scientist with hair. Chun-Li's a
reporter, Cammy is hyper-thighs Locomotion chick and Blanka is

a 12-year-old boy.

The film you see here, Street Fighter II: The Animated Movie,

however, is every SFII fan's dream: True Japanese hyperkinetic-

joy action scenes, characters that actually look like their game
counterparts, 30-frame-per-second animation and even a Chun-Li

shower scene! The only problem: It's available exclusively in

vvn

[ i
-

'W

0



Japan. Luckily, you can easily buy an imported laserdisc or video version, but the video is 16,000 Yen

($160) and the LD is 7800 Yen ($80.) The video is double the price of the disc because it's priced for

rental, so unless you have an LD player you may be out of luck! Even if you wind up paying $160 for it it'll

be worth every cent: Nothing beats watching your favorite world warriors pounding each other in beautiful

Japanese animation bliss.

The story's relatively simple: Vega (M.Bison in the US) is a big bad guy and Chun-Li, Guile, Ken and Ryu

must stop him. There are various plot-twists along the way, but for the most part it's all action.

Unfortunately, most characters screen-time was cut extremely short: T.Hawk. Zangief, Blanka, Cammy,
Dee Jay. M. Bison, (Balrog in the US) Dhalsim, and E.Honda’s screen time were around five minutes

each! My only other complaint is the fact that none of the actual game's music was used in the film.

If you can find this amazing movie, by all means buy it. If you’re a Street Fighter fan, it's worth

whatever price you pay for it. Sadly, no US release is planned, although I have heard that an

American film and TV company has bought its rights... - Nick Rox



OF CAVERNOUS
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THING
PACKS A
WALLOP],

good thing
I FOUND THIS

PONT KNOW
SOME UNO*
VEIRP icon.

/^TTHATS 1
REALLYW TERRIFIC.W BUT CAN WE

J JUST GET
/ OUT OF HERE!

J I WON'T GET
TO PRY My HAIR
AFTER you Guys
PULLEP ME OUT

.OF THE SHOWERj

f CMON. M
VE'P BETTER
RLE? MOVING HR? LOOKS

•LIKE A HUBCAP

I

-OFF A LEVUSV

* THEV FOLLOV
KIP FAN'S LEAP

'A BREEZE?! THAT'S

GREAT! THAT MEANS
THERE'S A WAy OUT.

LET S FINP OUT
WHERE IT'S COMING
w FROM

I MEAN I GOT
WET HAIR. ITS

ALL BREEZY
POWN HERE
ANP I PON T
WANT TO GET

A CHILL! .

r NOVHOV
PIP THAT

TRUCK GET
INTO THE

.SUB-LEVEL?]

E THREE CONTINUE ONWARP. BUT OP

GROW MORE CONFUSEP AS THEY PO.

AkMOIHUW OML SOME. OME. S

I THESE. CARS AU. OF
V A SUPPEN? J

^^^OTTASTLj
®yf’r V.T-' ' 1

F-

—

P»ji] #y A I

' LET'S WORRY ABOUT 1
THAT LATER ANP JUST]

KEEP FOLLOWING
L THIS BREEZE 1



'come on now, well1

SOLVE THIS MYSTERY.
r MAN, THIS IS JUST
TOO WEIRD! WHERE
L

THE ! ARE
^WEP! I GIVE tl?!^

‘HINGS SE.EM
GREAT WHE
SUDDENLY.

W JEE

Z

VWTr i

A/OVl/^J rHtyT
guys.
WHAT'S

^MAN, WE'VE^
BEEN WANDERING
AROUND THIS

CATACOMB FOR
HOURS! HOW'D

kYOU GET HERE?!>

C'MON. IU SHOW .THANKS
yoUGUysTHEWAyup.

r CATACOMB?!
THIS IS THE

TARRING GARAGI
rTyTHE

,"
VAy. DIP

youauys
MEET BOB.*

THE
PARKING

lATTENDANT?

PARKING GARAGE?!
WHEN DID WE GET

. THAT PUT IN?! A

'
WE'VE ALWAYS 1

HAD IT. ITS

WHERE AU. US
MAGAZINE PEOPLE
a PARK.

EM SEE! IT'S { T ! H
1

\K too >
Sgf BRIGHTK



IBM PC CD-ROM • SDO

ReadySoft Incorporated

3375 14th Ave., Units 7 & 8

Markham, Ontario Canada L3R 0H2
Tel: (905) 475-4801 Fax: (905) 475-4802

i comedy horror action-adventure

BrainDead 13 is a trademark of ReadySoft Incorporated.

©1995 ReadySoft Incorporated. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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GENESIS
REVIEW

k GENESIS • CORE
16-MEG

ACTION/ADV.

AVAILABLE FEB.





• I already hnow wlial you're thinking... "this is Core,

makers ol such happy fun as Chuck Rock and Son of

J
Chuck?" Like any good developer. Core Design is not sat-

r isfied standing still. They constantly break new ground in

! new genres, the best part being that every time they do...

j

we win!

f Core's first isometric action game tor the Genesis Hirst

ever for period actually! is nothing short ol brilliant! The

nansTnaciTv

welcome to the game is programmed and drawn so well that it is hard to describe, and the gameplay is per-

shaft, where FIT- feet. I've never played an ISO game with such superb collision detection. SK really gives you
IPG corpses trt to feeling that your looking into their world.
blow off tour who are they' you ask? They are Joint. Rib. and Spine... the Skeleton Krew. Mission! kill

Kadaver la wickedly evil loel dead, so he don't come back no mo'. Along the bubbling, slime

Twmo imJr « rare
lallen wav '

you 11 6|0W apart CQUr,,less creatures, take out chunks of the background, battle

me wtvmi it
hu9e bosses, traverse slime filled elevators, and even get in some jumping. The adventure is

the bottom
totally non-linear and the action never stops! This is the stuff! Play on the more difficult set-

eCEUATOh SHAFT

stZTSEa bngs and witness hordes ol ene-

sewer eh? if the mies on screen with no flick! SK is

terrain doesn't 1 6-bit at its very best. The control

KILIYOU; you might over the characters is perfect. You

PLATFORMS WHERE C3n h0ltl and r0ta,e Y° Ur UPPer

SLIMY GOONS await body, lock in place, or just go free

the very sight of and get in the enemy's face. Each
your fleshless Krew member has a pounding

seuen nacT

ggS
Kl,



S«ti|W

welcome to mars, pulse gun and can hurl forth pow-
a hellish planet erful little bombs to take out

alive with burn- crustys on the ground. Oh, by the
|

ING RS t.

1

!S
D waVi ,he music and sound eflects -

frJgs wTchout
(f

FOR SCORCHING HOT
toa® on 9

.

r
.

Ue
i

Sam
.

e
-

.. I

steam even 1 d rea,| v like to see these char-

bones burn! acters catch on and eventually

CONGRATULAT.ONS, ma |(e their way to 32-bit. This will

VENUS ”nFORTU°
SUre,V be 3 1,11 011 Genesis -

NATELY. twice as Personally, I've grown quite attached

many creatures to Joint. He may be an ugly sucker,

want you twice but he can dish out major carnage and
as dead, blow up take tons ot punishment. I wonder if

JUJc
F

ftM

T
n
E
DR
N
fl

G
v

he even cares? Atter al1 ' he s already

FOR THE EXIT
dead - Buy this game. -E. Storm

! PWim I
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THE SILVER ARMLET?

BEYOND
OASIS

'Mi
% SEGA • 24-MEG

* AVAIL. NOW|
REVIEW

Can you believe it?! Sega of America is releasing an advan- * LAST ISSUE
ture/RPG! This is a pretty startling decision from a company -

that had zero RPGs (besides this, of course) in the works
set for release, as witnessed at the recent WCES. And,
according to a "friend" at SOA back at the SCES, “ft was
either Ragnacenty or Story of Thor - we think we're going to

go with Thor." Ragnacenty became Crusader of Centy from
Atlus. while Story of Thor became this 24-Meg SOA wonder.
Beyond Oasis!

And a wise decision it was on Sega's part to release this

game instead - while Centy was a rather short, cartoony romp
through a less-than-challenging world, Oasis is a true gem!
Since the story was pretty much thoroughly explained in

last month's preview, I'll just briefly summarize it: You take

the role of Ali, a prince who, one day while searching a cave,

stumbles across a chest which contained an artifact that told

him the story of the Golden and Silver Armlets. These arti-

facts possess great power, having belonged, at one time, to

two omnipotent magicians. However, the Silver Armlet has
recently been unearthed and is being used for wicked pur-

poses by a villain with the monicker of, aptly enough.
"Silver Armlet." Obviously, Ali's got to stop Silver Armlet
at all costs and, with the power of several magical, ele-

mental helpers that Ali finds throughout his travels in

the Kingdom of Oasis, recover the golden armlet's

sister artifact!

However, the task of finding this "Silver Armlet" isn't

easy. Ali has to travel from one end of the kingdom to

PROCEED NORTHEAST UNTIL YOU REACH THE CAVE ENTRANCE . . .

DEFEAT THE FIRE DRAKE AND ACQUIRE SHADE!



USE SHADE’S ABILITY TO ESCAPE AND HEAD WEST UNTIL YOU SEE THE WISE MAN

IF YOU HAVE AN ATOM BOW, STAND DIRECTLY UNDERNEATH THE MAGE AND SHOOT!

DEFEAT HIM AND ACQUIRE BAU!

;^olher, visiting dank temples and fighting off hordes of monsters. Along the way, you'll be witness to an incredible country-

de where you can walk under bridges to discover hidden secrets, visit a beautiful and ornate castle, and traipse through
windy reaches of a continent high in the clouds. But Ali's wandering needn't be clueless, as with the touch of a button a

map of Oasis can be brought up on-screen, displaying a marker on the location that Ali is to go next. The Kingdom can seem
qMite daunting in its size; however, the bulk of the quest lies not in wandering through towns (There are less towns in the

same than there are toes on my left foot: Which is to say, less than six.), but in fighting through the subterranean passage-
ways of temples and the heights of castles.



BACK TO THE CASTLE. AND GO SOUTH TO THEHEAD

And it's in these parts that the game truly shines through:
Whereas Crusader of Centy contained some puzzles that in

fact did stump my dog for a few minutes. Beyond Oasis rocks
by providing extremely well thought-out dungeon design, an
aspect of adventure games that requires a certain finesse
that, previously, only Zelda III and LandStalker have truly pos-
sessed. Switches, buttons and locked doors constitute the
obstacles you'll encounter in the dungeons, but waterfalls,

bottomless pits, giant boulders, jabbing spikes and firetraps

are also worked throughout. This may seem like the normal
good adventure game fare until you see how effectively

meshed-in with the dungeons' environments they are.

And of course, there are plenty of monsters to fight. And I

don't mean the basic rabid elves or growth-stunted ores - the

enemies in BO are truly bad-ass! You'll face menacing.
Climax-style armored guards equipped to the teeth with
weapons. Zombies whose torsos continue to attack even after

they've been cut in half, and ogres that seem to spaz out in a

HEAD EAST FROM THE CASTLE.

IS THIS THE END?!



one of the early bosses in the

game totally outclasses the final dragon in LandStalker!) All of these creatures have been given truly challenging Al; you'll

be grabbed, combed, slashed - and if you're not careful, you'll be given a little of the ogre love that no one wants to face! So,

in order to prevent this wicked predicament, you'd best make use of the plethora of attack moves that Ali can use! Besides
the typical slash, dash, and jump, you've got the ability to do a 360-slash with a twirl of the control pad, a rapid kick by going

all-out on the attack button, and a super-cool flip-slash by pressing forward, back, forward, attack, all of which are animated
in an incredibly smooth fashion, especially with a 6-button pad. But when super moves just can't finish the job, Ali can use.

in place of his standard "ALT KNIFE" one of several fab weapons that can be picked up along the way, like "ATM BOW" and
the nasty bomb "HYPER"; the only problem is that each special weapon has a limited number of uses before it's kaput.

But don't think the gameplay technique ends with simply pushing buttons in a cave or kicking around some undead car-

casses. Those magical helpers I talked about sure come in handy; alot more than POCHI did, that's for sure! By blasting a

specific surface or magical obelisk with power from the Golden Armlet, Ali can summon up one of four spirits that, besides

basic attack abilities, have unique powers: Dytto, the water sprite, can extinguish fires; Efreet, the fire djinni, will destroy

blocks of ice and light campfires and torches; Shade, the shadow ghost, can reach out and grab items that seemed unob-
tainable, and let Ali enter transcendental meditation; Bow, (rhymes with Wao!') the Audrey II lookalike, can crash through

barred doors and burrow under the earth!

Of course, the graphics are outstanding (even though the colors can sometimes be a little washed out), as you can tell from

these pictures. And as for the sound, well... 'tis the flaw of this dusky jewel: What I've feared is true - Yuzo Koshiro has

attained the rank of "nothing special..." The Revenge of Shinobi and ActRaiser days are but a memory. Although the sound
quality is good for the Genesis, the composition is schrecklich; except for one song that's reminiscent of the Taxi Driver

theme, it seems like the notes are scattered about at random: No arranged CD soundtrack will help this score.

But, where Mr.Koshiro is beginning to lack in composition, he makes up for tenfold in game design! Yep, game design: This

first-time effort at design by Yuzo is, as this review plainly shows, awesome! Perhaps a new horizon beckons? I hope so -

Beyond Oasis is definitely one of the best adventure games ever! -EvilLights
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Can this be? Can we finally go out and purchase this pre-

historic game ot joy, complete with BC brawlers and hooters

a plenty? Why yes. we can. Core's BC Racers is available

now, and it's the pinnacle of racing games for the Sega CD.

The game starts out with a great Core-toon, as the partici-

pants head lor the race. From there it's on to the character

select screen where you'll rotate the players in search of the

perfect racing/brawling team (I found Clitl and Roxy the

most balanced).

Now it's time to hit the dirt, and snow, and swamps and so

on... BC Racers takes place on six times three (the tracks

change as the difficulty level increases) of the coolest

tracks this side of Jurassic Park. From start to finish they're

loaded with gobs ot track side tun, Irom gas stations and

used car dealers, to animated fire pits and raging tornadoes.

There's even crowds ot scantily clothed cave babes waiting

for a glimpse of your shining machine. I know this sounds

mean but... hit them at least once! In the midst of all this

fun is smooth scaling and ultra fun gameplay. You can even

switch views on the fly! Don't fart around too much though-

you've got to keep an eye on the competition... if they get

near ya'. they're almost certainly gonna' crack a knot on yer'

melon.

In the event that this happens frequently (i.e. you suck)

make sure to pass through the giant sized chicken legs

located at the left of each starting line. You'll also collect

one turbo blast each time you pass here. If you feel the need,

you can even play BC Racers with a friend, one drives, and

one fights off the competition. I wouldn't know how tun this

is because I hogged this game the whole issue.



In the music dept. BC is heavy on those ooga-booga bongo tunes found in Core's other BC

adventures. Needless to say, they fit the game well and may cause those around you to dh a little

jig. So there you have it. Once again Core has maxed out the Sega CD's potential and come up

with a lirst class game. But it you think this is good stuff, wait until you

see the 32X version! It is completely ofi-the-scales amazing! So we ll

have more BC Racers (32X) in the months to come. -E. Storm



Prepare for battle against Ootham (itys most ruthless criminals!

pop out that makrs us stand back and ask oursrtvrs- Is

old hardwarr can doS batman and Robin Is onr of

; i CXir latrst mllrstonr fraturrs thr amazing vrrtlcal srpumcr shown hrrr, which Includes

Incrrdlblr warping graphics and hugr rxploslons, along with a morr complrtrd shooting

i _ t.r srgumcr. Thr shooting portions of this gamr am unbrllrvablr with llnr scrolling buildings

GENESIS • SEGA \ all thr way to strrrt Irvrl, whrrr cars arr actually movlngl Jrt packs havr also brrn addrd
16MEG to thr shooting srqumcrs.
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also starting to <omr together, with

rotating tea cup, and a mind blowli

warping tablr top. Literally every lew

of mis gamr has some type of k)ll*r

effect In It What's even more amazlr

Is that batman and Robin Is a two

player simultaneous aamrl In thr on

player mode you (an play as rtthrr

Thr release date for batman and

Robin has been puahrd to Aay

(names like this tafcr many pelnstabns

hours to complete! so wr thought

wed give you one more look until we

review the gamr. HI tell you one thins

if you think 10-blt Is fading fast- thin

again! This Is Just one of many Incrrdl

ble Genesis games slated for V5.

-tSTORA
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I really didn’t find the first X-Men game that exciting. The detail was there, but the gameplay seemed a tad, well, stiff.

Nevertheless, the thing was a blockbuster. Many thousands of people really like the X-Men. I am slowly becoming one of

those people. Not only is there a phenomenal new coin-op out there, but now there is a truly ‘next generation’ Genesis game
as well. This sequel goes where a surprising amount of Genesis games have recently visited, a realm where the Genesis

hardware is once again taxed with brilliant results. The 68000 has certainly provided many years of joy.

The game starts out movie style, drop-

ping you right in to the action, similar to

a Bond film. That's right, no messy title

screen to block your joy, not at first.

X-Men 2-The Clone Wars, puts you in

control of either The Beast, Psylocke,

Cyclops, Wolverine, Night Crawler, or

Gambit. Die, and you can retry with any
one. Of course, each character has his

or her own unique abilities, which you

will have to match to the ever changing
field of play. That is the essence of the

game, finding the character that best

suits your style of play, in the level that

you are playing. To say the least, the

game is overflowing with diversity and
play mechanics. Fortunately, it is also

loaded with hyper detailed scrolling

backgrounds, flawless art, and eye pop-

ping effects, guests that didn't show up
for the first party. Even after dialing in

your cast of mutants, get ready for a

monumental challenge. If there is one
thing this game is not, it’s easy. It’s not

insanely difficult in execution, it’s simply

a matter of learning enemies attack pat-

terns and the fastest way to the exit, like

any good platformer. The music in

Clone Wars is only average to my ears,

having experienced the recent blissful-

ness of CV Bloodlines and EWJ, but

those who actually like those

Trademark SOA tunes will probably find

it really good. This is without a doubt a

quality title in every way and further

reason to pursue the 16-bit market vig-

orously in the month’s to come.
Takahara





PUNISHER

NAME : FRANK CASTLE

Former U.S. Marine

Captain-

One ol my favorite arcade action fighting games is coming to the Sega Genesis. It all started

with Final Fight. FF was a game that (like Street Fighter II) reinvented its genre. Based on

Capcom's (at that time, brand new) CPS I hardware, Final Fight inspired many other side-

scrolling action/fighting games, from Sega's exceptional Streets of Rage, to Capcom's own

award winning Captain Commando. Flash forward to 1993-Capcom introduces its second gen-

eration 16-bit arcade hardware, CPS II. In preparation for its (at that time) upcoming Super

Street Fighter II, Capcom introduces 2 new CPS II games: Dynasty wars II in Japan (to be later

released as Warriors of Fate in America) and The Punisher here in the U.S. The arcade

Punisher proved to be everything I dreamed of in a traditional Final Fight-style game.

Now, it's 1995 and Capcom has translated the game over to the Genesis. This version has

almost all the features of its coin-op sibling, two players simultaneously, all the levels of the

arcade game, cool bosses, and unusual enemies. Although the Genesis version of Punisher has

some of the violence and carnage of the arcade game, there are a few unusual omissions. For

one, there is no spurting blood anywhere to be found, and after you defeat the boss in level 1

and question him (at gunpoint) about the whereabouts of the other bad guys, you no longer

blow him away. You instead throw him off the screen. After seeing the blood and fatalities in

MK and the vomit and electrocutions in Capcom's own SF2 for

the Genesis, the clean cut approach to Punisher (Capcom's

most violent game) caught me off guard. There is also a notice-

able lack of animation, color and detail in this obvious U.S. pro-

grammed port of the game. Why Capcom decided to make this

one here, I do not know. However, If you are like me, and want

to play this game at home, without spending all your arcade

tokens, then this is the only game in town.-K.LEE
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I’m the first one to shudder at the mention of a Warner Bros. game. So many of them have had floaty con-

trol and poor gameplay that I have become just a little gun shy. Enter Blue Sky, makers of such bliss as: Ren
& Stimpy, Stimpy's Invention, and Ecco the Dolphin. They have managed to create a truly original and
authentic reproduction of the greatest chase in the history of cartoons, the Roadrunner vs. Wile E. Coyote.

h ^ecome The hunted or the hunter and just have a blast. The animation, sound effects, and music

alfiRlI ^ ^ear Nikes and the graphics are drawn to utter perfection. I can’t believe what the right

developers can do with an 0-meg cart! Don’t let this one fly by!

Sis
RtVltiy I

Play as hfe Roadrunner and laugh your butt off as Wile E. gets worked trying to catch you. He’s got Acme stuff....oooh I’
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He's up., .he jams it in. One of the most successful arcade games of all time, and one of the fastest
selling home conversions ever is getting an overhaul NBA JAM: Tournament edition set fire to the
arcade charts in 1994 Now. the Iguanas at Acclaim are presenting us with a 24-meg half-sequel to the
coin-op B-ball game on the Genesis. I consider NBA JAM:T€ a 1/2 sequel to NBA JAM the same way I

consider Super SF2 a 1/2 sequel to SF2 The game has much more play options and better gameplay
plus, it is refined to a tee. but an actual sequel it is not. If the word R€HASH comes to mind, fear not-
NBA JAM:T€ has new slam dunks, new sound samples, new team rosters, a new tournament mode, new
power-ups. new improved gameplay. faster play speed, tons of new tricks and codes, and even more
new hidden stuffl In fact, if not for the similar graphics, sounds and basic controls. Acclaim would've
been forced to label this game: NBA JAM H. As it stands even the most skeptical JAM fan wouldn't
dare call this game a rehash after he/she sat down and played T€ for a few minutes, this is the good
tuff, but better! K. L€€



Kirby's back with

a couple of real

brutes for

Super NES?-^JS

Sad. -One day

you're cute

cudd ly . The next

you're burying-

your opponents and

on your

blame? Bad parent

ing? One too many

sitcoms? Either

now on 16-bit in two games. So prepare to

toasted. The chain-

l reaction puzzle game where saving your skinj

means burying your

opponent in boulders

Then facing some of the nastiest RlillUBf
Connect blobs on your side, then watch your bud get

names in the business— like Waddle Dee and Squishy.

(OK/ so "The Mangier" and "Scarface" they ain't.)

1 1995 Nintendo of An
Irby's Avalanche and

METRO
POLICE DEPT

K8746094
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a whole no t he r

dimension. Is it

miniature golf? Is

obs t a

mayhem

Vo i la!

Hey look, 3-0 wi thout the
stupid glasses.

3-D landscapes with

eight courses each to bop around in. There's even a hidden

bonus level (if you're really good)

is back in two new games for SNES

And this time he's here to separate the men from the

cream puffs
only For^

METRO
POLICE DEPT

K8746094

Ki rby 's Dream

Course™Strip t



Climbing and swinging from ledges is executed
by using the grappling arm. This play mechanic
is reminiscent of “Bionic Commando - but it

works even better here, as much of the game
relies on proper execution of this play mechan-
ic. Rather than providing Turrican with the
standard horizontal shooting, the designers
have outfitted him with an ultra cool, rotating
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The game opens just like the movie.

You undoubtedly saw the flick, now it's time to play the game. Yes, the bliss of playing

a game as Arnold S., with T. Arnold as your side kick, is now right at your finger tips.

One word of warning though, if you don't like the red stuff, you need not apply.

Nintendo said "play it loud" and Acclaim said, alrighty then! This game spurts and
squirts as enemies buckle and croak at your feet, it's just the coolest.

iV



The gameplay is pure, non-stop
overhead mayhem, but it is both non-
repetitive and non-linear. You don't
just defeat the enemies in each level,

you have to find your way out! This is

often times extremely difficult, as a
varied assortment of enemies, using
several different types of weapons, are
closing in at all times. You won't rush
through this one, angling your shots
and maneuvering perfectly are a must
for survival. On the bright side, once
you roast an enemy, he stays dead!
Sprites do not reappear... bravo! The

graphics in TL are extremely detailed,

the brawny little Arnold character is

drawn and animated very nicely, and
Tom is along for the whole ride. In other
words. True Lies lives up to its license.

We'll have a review (like we just didn't)

next month. -Mr. Goo
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Time Cop, Jean Claude Van-Damme’s
big budget action thriller, is making it's

motion picture lo video game transition, cdurtesy of JVC.
The evil Professor Hans Kleindast is again.attempting to har-

ness the power of time travel through technology. Naturally,

it's up to Max Walker (that s you) to put an end to Kleindast

ambitious pians and make certain the power of time travej

wifi never be misused again. Jean Claude and co. are com-
pletely digitized, which adds to the overall realism of the

game. Besides this main feature, Time Cop is your basic

side-scrolling, kick and punch action game, Where you run

through each level annihilating everything and everyone
standing in your way. The main objective seems to be: kick

bad guys, grab all icons, race against the clock and find the

exit. The main character also has the ability to shoothis pis-

tol and use his super bomb, which cdmes jrt handy anytime

the action gets a little foo hot and heavy. The music js

derived from the movie but has unfortunately been video

game-ized, and the resuits are not all that impressive. Time
Copis-an unfinished game as we go to press, so a full blown
review Wifi have to wart until next time.
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As many of you know. I am not a huge fan of puzzle

games. In fact I think that the only puzzle game I've ever

truly enjoyed as much as. say. a good BPG or fighter was

Puyo Puyo/Mean Bean Machine... until now. The perlect

puzzler has finally arrived, one that even non-puzzle freaks

like myself can really get into. Why? The game moves at a

much faster (even shooting game-ish) pace than regular

puzzlers, not in the sense that blocks fall faster or any-

thing, but because of the game's basic concept

In Bust-A-Move (retitled from the Japanese original,

Puzzle Bobble) you fire multicolored bubbles at bubbles

of the same color in the field above you. By matching

three or more bubbles, they pop. 01 course, the objecl is

to pop all the bubbles, leaving you with a blank field.

"OQOH!,” you may be thinking, "Too much fun for me!"

But wait... there's more! Several power-ups are avail-

able, aia Bubble Bobbie, like liqhtning bubbles thai shoot

from right to left, destroying all the bubbles in its path,

and water bubbles that read in much the same way but

fall from top to bottom. Another major strategic factor in

Bust-A-Move is the banking of your bubbles oft the wall

to achieve the perfect angle needed lor that multi-bub-

ble-burstin' combo.

If you’re a puzzle fan. by all means pick this one up

immediately - It's one of the best games the genre's ever

had. To use the cliched puzzle game word "addictive'’

would be a major understatement. Even if you're not a

puzzle fan, you'll probably really enjoy Bust-A-Move.
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laser cannons, and saw blades. He'll also drive anything

with wheels, cruise the hover board, and slap flaming

helmet cannons to his big metal head. So, he ain't all

that cute! The bosses in Mr. Tuff are a hazardous bunch
of droids indeed, and most require major patterns to

defeat. The levels in Mr. Tuff vary in size, and are almost

always packed with hidden power-ups, med. kits, and
one-ups, the only catch is that you ain’t got all day to

find ‘em. The levels in Mr. Tuff are timed, that's the only

real flaw in the game. Graphically, as you can see, the

game is drawn and detailed very well, including the nifty

little intro when you fire up Mr. Tuff. There's some quality

here, no doubt about ii but it's an acquired taste.

Basically, if you like what you see

and lean towards platformers, this

cool little game will almost -

certainly provide you with ^ * _

many hours of hopping,
bopping and noggin i

knockin! -Mr. Goo

Here he is again, that Super steel, hyper little robo
masher, Mr. Tuff, ft's far in the future... way far. The Earth

gets so polluted and grossed out, the humans leave! H

seems they’ve finally found another planet to pave. Well,

to make a short story short, they leave behind all the little

house droids to fend for themselves. Not
unlike the human race, it isn't long before a

_ band of bad-ass little military droids decide
. to take over... Mr.Tuff ‘ain't buyin’!

m. s Although Mr. Tuff is an intense little

thrasher, the game itself lends itself

^ ~ towards all ages, with its happy
music and often times, hyper-cute

v graphics. On the flip side, Mr. Tufl

—

}

has plenty of hard core platform ele-

ments as well, providing more than^ -v enough challenge for even the most
demanding gamer.

v _ - Mr. Tuff can find all sorts of gizmos to

equip hrs powerful arm, like huge drills,
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One game
will not be
enough!

Are you up to the challenge? Turn
your Ja9uar into the ultimate amusement

©(pteyS arcade with Pinball Fantasies - the greatest

pinball simulator ever. Play any of the four mind
numbing tables and experience the most realistic bail

movement you'll ever see in a video game. If you’re looking

for instant playability, speed and excitement, Pinball Fantasies

is the game for you.

DO+THE

MATH
Distributed by: Computer West (805) 546*9036 O O • O O o

INTERACTIVE MULTIMEDIA SYSTEM
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PLAYSTATION:
TCH SHIN DEN
MOTOR TOON CP
rjLIEC THE BLOOD
ARC THE LAD

SEGA SATURN:
ViCTCRY COAL
VfRTUA RACING
PANZER DRACOON
SEGA 32X:
KNUCKLES CHAOTIX
METAL HEAD
MOTOCROSS CHAMPIONSHIP
TEMPO
3DO:
TU yu HATUSHO
RETURN FIRE
QUARANTINE
PC-TX:

TEAM INNOCENT
BATTLE HEAT
ATARI JAGUAR:
POWER DRIVE RALLY



EfilKPDRtAL ZONE
In my opinion, specs mailer little... remember, my lavorile system is Ihe

PC-Engine! Bui. as Ihe specmeisler here al GF. it is my duly to inform you
ol Ihe technical advantages and disadvantages ol Ihe next-gen systems
that v/ill soon be lor already have been) released. The machines I'll be
concentrating on are the Sega Saturn. Sony PlayStation. NEC PC-FX and
Nintendo's Ultra-64.

Let s begin with processing speed. It Nintendo's claims hold true, then

their Ultra-64* is v/ilhout a doubt the fastest, clocking in at 100MHz... the

speed ot a $2500 Pentium PC. Next up is Sony's PlayStation, v/ith a pro-

cessing speed of 33.8 MHz. lollov/ed by Saturn at 27.5 (Although Ihe sys-

tem does contain tv/o SH2 RISC CPU's, running separately) and the FX at

21.5 MHz. To contrast, the SNES runs at 3.58 MHz and the Genesis at 7.14.

Next up are the sound capabilities ol each system. The Ultra, once again,

reigns supreme in this category if Nintendo's claims are true: 64 sound

channels v/ith a sampling rate ol 44.1KHZ. Personally. I can t imagine this -

32-channel DSP synthesizers v/ith the main sound chip ot the Saturn, the

Yamaha 68EC000. cost hundreds ot dollars. The PlayStation has 24 sound
channels v/ilh a 16-Bit DSP and the FX has 2 ADPCM channels v/ith six

channels available for playing samples - similar to the SNES' 8-channel

sound chip.

Last but not least is each system's amount of RAM and specialized hard-

ware that doesn’t seem to fit into any one area. Let's begin v/ith the Saturn.

Here we have a total ot 36 Megabits ol RAM. as v/ell as hardv/are line and

cell-scrolling. The PlayStation has 28 Megabits ot RAM. JPEG image com-
pression as v/ell as full-screen, lull-color video playback (unfortunately

tiled) v/ith a total of 74 minutes of video on one CD... but that's one WHOLE
CD. v/ithout any game program. The PC-FX. v/hich has 26 Megabits of RAM.
features three expansion ports: One (or RAM. one for S-RAM. and one direct

hardv/are upgrade port. All three pons are housed within the system, so

any upgrades will fit snugly into the machine, out of sight. Also available is

JPEG compression and full-screen, full-color. 30 frame-per-second (the

same as a television broadcast) video. The FX can also read Kodak Photo

CD s. The Ultra's custom hardv/are is unknown at this point.

Nov/ lor everyone's favorite spec: polygons. The leader of the pack in this

area is the PlayStation, capable of 1.5 million flat-shaded lone color) poly-

gons and 360.000 texture-mapped, light-sourced. Gouraud-shaded. and
depth-queued polygons. Based on preliminary specs. Ihe Ullra-64 is capa-

ble of 100.000 texture-mapped polygons, but a number of other techniques

are employed to make these appear much smoother, such as ray-tracing,

"tri-linear mit-mapped interpolation" and anti-aliasing. Sega is silent on
the Saturn's polygon capabilities, but vie can hazard an educated guess: It

is a fact that Daytona USA on the Saturn displays 2.000 polygons per frame.

There are thirty frames per second lor this particular game, so the number
may be somev/here around 60.000. texture-mapped. The FX has no hard-

ware specifically lor the generation of polygons, but NEC has assured us

that the FX s software polygon generation techniques are powerful enough
to produce impressive 3-D... we shall see.

So there you have it. What have vie learned? The Saturn and FX are the 2-

D systems, the PlayStation is the 3-0 system and the Ultra is the everything

system if Ihe advance specs we've received stay as they are. My only Ultra

concern is this: CARTRIDGES? Why? They're V/AAAAAY more expensive to

produce, take ten times longer than CD's to manulacture. store tar less

information than CD's, and third parties hate 'em. Ninlendo DOES claim,

hov/ever. a 100:1 compression rate which v/ould result in 800 Megabytes
being crammed onto a 64-Megabit cartridge. This is utterly impossible,

though... that's like taking the entire text of this article and reducing it to

the size of this sentence. It just ain't gonna happen. What are you going to

do v/ith 100.000 polygons per second and 64 sound channels if you don't

have anyv/here to store enough information to utilize them? At any rate,

thanks for sitting through all this, and hopefully my ranting v/ill help you in

making your decisions. Remember, though, specs mean little - it all comes
dov/n to excellent programming, game design, and artistry. Nov/ returning

to your regularly scheduled magazine...

-Nick Rox

Now for 2-D capabilities. The Saturn and FX are arguably the leaders in

this arena, with the Ultra, of course, far on top. if Nintendo's claims prove

true. Saturn's 2-D hardware consists of 5 hardware parallax backgrounds.

4 X/Y scrolls (diagonal) and 2 "rotary scrolls." The PC-FX has a total of

nine parallax scrolls as v/ell as cellophane and priority effects. The
PlayStation is Ihe only system brave enough to come right out and say how
many sprites it's capable of: 4.000. ranging anywhere from 8x8 to 64x64
dots. A direct quote from Sony Computer Entertainment ol Japan, as report-

ed m PlayStation Magazine, is "In a shooting game, vie could have 200 lo

300 average-sized enemies on-screen v/ith no slowdov/n or flicker." The
amount of parallax scrolls available on the PS. unfortunately, is not knov/n.
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: 32X • ACCLAIM
32-MEG
FIGHTING

:

AVAILABLE NOW

Mortal Combat II is going 32-bit on

5ega’s 32X. courtesy of Acclaim

Entertainment, Inc. Hi get right to

the point: In one comer, you have

Midways coin-op software, and in the

other, you've got Sega’s 32X hard-

ware. Combined, are the two a mar-

riage made in heaven?

Answer..absokitefy. positively, yes!

Q/erall, MK.II on the 32X is the best

home version of the arcade smash
hit yet,

Sack when Mortal Kombat was
first released in 1993, Sega
had the better version on

the 16-bit Genesis. That

game had all the coin-

op's Wood and fatalities

which were deleted from

the SNES, plus it had

better and more instinc-

tive player control. The

Genesis version outsold the

SNES version 3 to 1: Round P
Sega! In 1994, Acclaim released the

newer Mortal Kombat II for all the

systems, but this time, things were

different. Nintendo’s renewed game
content policy meant that all the

blood and gore from the arcade game
could be (and was) included in both

the SNES and Genesis games this

time around. Being now that
Nintendo was on even ground with

Sega, Acclaim saw fit to tighter up

the player control, program the game
In 256 colors, include all the sound

samples from the arcade title, and

stuffed in all the fatalities, babalities

and friendships in the SNES ver-

sion .Sales skyrocketed: Round 2-

Nintendd

It is now the final round. Sega got

the jump on Nintendo by releasing

their first 32-bit system in time for

Christmas 94'. The Ultra-64 Is

nowhere in 6ight, and even when rt

does come to market later in 1995,

MK III, not MK II, wHI be a factor on the

big “N”s 64-bit monster. And that’s

not taking Sony’s Playstation

and possibly Sega’s Saturn

into account. Another big

battle seems to be
brewing.

But that will be then,

and this is now. I have

conquered the 32X MK II.

and Cm here to say that

the game is quite perfect

indeed. I popped In the game
and surprise!, all the missing

color, sound samples, and combos

have mysteriously been recovered on

the 32X. //hat I can’t for the life of

me figure out. is why 32- bit technolo-

gy will not allow you to pause the

freakin' game during parjr .

What it all boils down to, is That If

y£u are one of the many Mortal

enthusiasts, orjust a hard core

gamer that doesn't settle for any-

thing but the best (aka-the readers

of Game Fan), MK H, alone, warrants

a purchase of the 32X. Way to go

Acclaim! -K.LEE





32K potential, but nothing has really made
REVIEW you shed lears ol joy... yet. Metal

Head lust might. If you're a big fan ol

the Mech. style adventure la category

sorely lacking quality sons), you will surely embrace this

amazing 24-meg cart. The first thing you'll notice when you

plug in MH Is that not only is the music actually pretty good,

hut there are tons ol long, clear voice samples. In tact, you

get the whole memory munching story read to you. Once

you dive into the action, the fun really starts. First of all,

everything is tenure mapped, there are no Hat polygons

anywhere in this game. Things get a touch plxely when
you're up close, but overall the eHect Is surprisingly realis-

tic. Most impressive ot all. however, is how fluidly your

Mech. maneuvers throughout each area. The frame rate Is

fast, with virtually no chop, and you can change viewpoints

instantly, on the tty. Tour missions revolve around the termi-

nation ol terrorist forces bent on ruling the world. Each mis-

sion has a specllic oblectlve and a certain lime allotment to

carry ft out. Therefore, no two levels In the game are alike.

Some are long while others can he rather short. It all

depends on what path you take as there is no set' way to

complete each mission. Areas are vast and exploration is

almost always required. Between missions you can blow

your paycheck on a variety ol weapons from the smart ass

arms dealer. Hint: always go tor a laser on your right arm. It



liny dollar 32X.

and the minute

these power

packed carts hil

your cartridge slot.

I'm sure that you

will be loo. Metal

Head Is the best

game ot its hind...
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WHO'* THE RED COY? IT'S A WHOLE NEW WORLD

mam
spi Platform Ians, prepare yourselves lor the ultimate experience: Chaollx.

SPECIA L starring not Sonic, but Knuckles! 01 course, this Is not the Knuckles you met

5 PREVIEW in Sonic and Knuckles on 16 011 This Echidna Is fully animated, brilliantly

shaded and works In tandem with one ol at least live mascots. That's right,

mascots! Robotic Sonic shows up and gives a whole new meaning to the

term lock-on! This amazing new feature creates oertiaps the coolest play mechanic in platforming

ever. Tour mascot can 'hold' while you gaiiupeed and build tension, then like a rubber band, you

both bolt ultra last! Ton can even grab your little Iriend. throw him onto a platform overhead, and

then bounce yourself up. This mechanic creates some ol the most creative

: 32X ‘SEeA Situations ever in a platformer. And then there's the graphics. Chaotix has

32MEG :
blinding color, mega scrolls, phennmenal scaling sprites (wait til you

ACTION PLA TFORM mee* Robotnic on 32-bil!l, and 30 bonus rounds that truly amaze! This is

: A VAILABLE APRIL
'' sfieer Sega brilliance! I ll have so... so much more in many issues to
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32X • SEGA
24-MEG

ACTION/PLATFORM
AVAILABLE MARCH

Tempo's in the house tonight- you know
he's gonna' move your mind- the groove
is outta' sight- funky as you wanna' be.

First of all. I didn’t write that. If I did, you'd
probably think I was some sort of bone-
head. You actually hear these fine lyrics,

complete with a “I can't believe what I'm

hearing” rap sample when you fire up
Tempo, a platform game with musical overtones starring a

nicely animated bug. My question is, why not techno, or

rock? Has Sega taken the whole hip-hop thing too seriously

or what? They can’t actually think that action gamers listen

to rap/disco... or can they? To say the least, this sample
frightened me. Thankfully, the game itself quickly eased
the pain.

The development of the first solid platformer for the 32X is

coming along very nicely. Besides an impressive Z80 sound-
track. huge CG bosses are being added as well as even more
amazing new backgrounds courtesy of the SH2's
(Sega/Hitachi RISC chips) housed inside. We'll have a review
on Tempo, next issue. -Mr. Goo
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RIGHT NOW. AS YOU'RE READING THIS.

yy

THOUSANDS OF HAROCORE GAMERS

ARE BATTLING IT OUT ON THE XBAND

NETWORK DO YOU HAVE WHAT IT TAKES

TO BEAT EM IN A VICIOUS GAME OF

MADDEN NFL™ 95, NBA1*

JAM. NHL" 95. OR MORTAL

KOMBAT* II? FIND OUT

JUST STICK OUR XBAND

VIDEO GAME MOOEM INTO

YOUR GENESIS™ PLUG IN

YOUR PHONE UNE AND

IN JUST MINUTES WELL

AUTOMATICALLY CONNECT

YOU TO SOME SERIOUS ASS WHUPPIN:

SO GIVE US A CALL AND SIGN UP YOU'VE

GOT NOTHING TO LOSE EXCEPT YOUR

EGO (COMING SOON FOR SUPER NES®)

>C
BVND

DEO GAME NETWORK IN YOUR CITY.
littered of M i o » i y Manpfaciuring Company NFL i* a trademark of tne National F«otBaii league
$r»tem |» a regittered trademark of NintaaOo of America lac ©1885 Catapult entertainment Inc
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Let's see. Victory Goal In a word... unbeliev-

able! Every time I nlay a Saturn game it's a lit-

tle more refined than the last. And this game is

polished! Believe me when I led you. FIFA ain't

the stutf. and the 300. although a great

machine, ain't the Saturn. This is the stun that

not lust Sports fans, hut all Ians ot gaming

dream of. Once you get past the amazing intro,

complete with a rocking un-sports like sound-

track Ithank you. thank you!), you will embark

on a game that scales and rotates so smoothly

and so last that you won't believe your eyes.

On top of that, the amazing 3D polygon players

move with smooth animations and incredible



R

realism. Commit a foul and they hang their heads, score a goal and watch

as the camera zooms while the entire play field rotates to display the

awesome, and again, realistic animated score board. Then, sit hack and

watch the goal trom every camera angle during the replay. The music

during the game is great as well, as are the cheers ol the crowd. There is

nothing like Saturn sound! The options in the game include: Exhihitlon.

Tournament. J-league. S-league, Cup. and Super Star play. Ot course, all

the player slats and proliles are here as well. I would have to say that not

only Is this the best Soccer game that I have ever played but the best

sports game period. When the Saturn comes home to the US this

September, go for Victory Goal! -Takahara
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Here s the latest on what may prove to be the greatest shooter of all time. Panzer Dragoon. These amazing shots came in just before we closed, so I

scanned like a maniac to get ’em in. It all goes well PD will make it out in March, along with Daytona. I m gonna need a vacation.

ALRIGHT! Check out Astal. the first conventional animation platformer lor the Saturn. Although Astal isn't due out until July. I am extremely excited to see that

this greal genre is not being passed over for a hundred Doom clones. The Saturn will be the king ol the side scroller! I'll have more tnlo. on Astal very soon.



GRAB A TASTY 3D0™ INTERACTIVE
MULTIPLAYER™!

Meet GEX™ the tongue-snapping, tail whipping
3D gecko lizard. TjcJGEX™ good livin’ is crunchy ^

dragonflies, juicy grasshoppers and this *

lip smackin’ cool contest! Jgj

I

GIVE US YOUR 1 CANDIDATE FOR THE TONGUE
HALL OF FAIvfE AND YOU MIGHT WIN!

2. THAT AEROSMITH GUY
3. YOUR FAVORITE “TONSIL
HOCKEY” PARTNER

4. GENE SIMMONS OF KISS
5. SHAQ’S SIZE 22 HI-TOP

TWO WAYS TO W
1. ALL WHO CALL (415)-473-
3434 WILL RECEIVE AN INTER-
ACTIVE SAMPLER DISC FROM
CRYSTAL DYNAMICS FOR
$5.95 (FOR SHIPPING AND
HANDLING). HAVE YOUR
CREDIT CARD READY WHEN
YOU PLACE THE CALL.

2. SEND IN YOUR #1 TONGUE
HALL OF FAME ANSWER ON A
3X5 POSTCARD. PLEASE
INCLUDE YOUR NAME,
ADDRESS AND PHONE
NUMBER.

DIEHARD GAMEFAN
5137 CLARETON DRIVE, SUITE 210
AGOURA HILLS, CA 91301

THE PRIZES!
GRAND PRIZE!

1 PANASONIC REAL™
3DO INTERACTIVE
MULTIPLAYER.

10 FIRST PRIZES!
YOUR VERY OWN

COPY OF GEX ON 3DO!

50 THIRD PRIZE
WINNERS GET A GEX T-

SHIRT!

CRYSTAL DYNAMICS 3D0
INTERACTIVE SAMPLER DISC.

CONTEST ENDS APRiyOJ^.

09 OF 1*6*1 V7UFF)
COSTEST RULES: ALL E S TRIES i/t ST BE RECF.HU> B) APRIL 30. W< DIEHARD G.AMEF.AS OR CRYSTAL D)SAMHS ARE SOT IJ ABIE FOR LOSTOR MISDIRECTED MAIL OSE ESTRY PER PER-

SOS. SOPCKHASE SECESSAR) TOESTEL 4 lASDOHDBAYUHGOF ALL EUGItLF. EXTBIFS *111BECOSDUIFD TO WARD THE PRIZES. \SI) THE KISSERS Bill BE SOTIFIED B) l/t Y)l.

m. PRIZES ARE SOT TtASSFERABII. ILLEGIBLE OR ISCOUPIITE ESTRIES ARE ISEUGIBLE. MJ. STATE. FEDERAL TAXES. IF AS). ARE Till RESPOSSIBIUT1 OF THE ISDIYIIH M M/V-

SIR'S.. All JIIK.FS DECISIOSS ARE FISH. ALL PRIZES HIII BE WARDED VOID WHERE PROHIBITEDOR RFMRI(TEDB) I.A*. All FEDERAL STATE ASD LOCAL LAWS ASDRFXH I.ATIOSS

APPLY. F.HPIjD

)

US OF DIEH ARD GAHEFAS OR CRYSTAL DYSAMICS ASI) TIIEIR AFFILIATES ARE ISEIJGIBIf. TO ESTER. CRYSTAL DYS I AIICS ASD DIED ARDGAMEFAS RF.SERA E HIE RIGHT

TO CAMEL THIS PROMOTTOS AT AS) TIME WITH APPROPRIATE SOTICF1 FOR t UST OF MAJOR PRIZE DISSERS. AVAILABLE AFTER APRIL M>. m. SESD t SEI F- ADDRESSED. STAMPED
FSYFJOPE TO TOSGCECOSTEST WISSERS. SIJ7CLABET0S DRHF, SUTE2I0, AGOCRA HIIJ.S. CA 91301. KISSERS SAMES. IJKF.SESS. ASD PRIZE ISFORMATIOS AlA) BE l SED B) CRYSTAL

D) SAMICS OR DIEDARDGAMEFAS FOR ASYPROMOTIOS AL OR ADA'ERTISISG PURPOSES WITHOUT FCRTHER COMPESSATIOS. CRYSTAL DYS AMICS ASI) GEX ARl IRADI HARRS OF CRYSTAL
DY\ 1 1//( V 31)0 THE 3D0 LOGOS. ASD ISTERAHIYE MCI.TIPLAYER ARE TRHHMARkS OF THE 3D0 COUPAS ) 1994 CRYSTAL DYS A AIICS AS TIIJlS, V I. All RlGllh RFSFRA ED PA \ ASOS-

1CRE Al. IS 1

7

R ADF.AlARk OF HATSl SHIT.A. All RIGHTS RF.SERA ED.
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£1)1 SH1MJ0
HEIGHT: I7fcw
.WEIGHT: oik

5

'AGE: 21

•BLOOD TYPE: A
'NATIONALITY: JAPANESE
WEAPON: WHITE TIGER FANG

SVPER MOVE!
HYAKKIMOSHVKEN
WHILE ENERGY BAR IS RED

4- k'E-k' l +
(or Ri + R2)

HYPER MOVE!
ATANY TIME

t 4- t 4

+

KAY1N AMOH
HEIGHT: Wcm
WEIGHT: 64U5

IAGE: 22

BLOOD TYPE: AB
'NATIONALITY: BRITISH
[WEAPON: CARRIVARN

SVPER MOVE!
HELL S INFERNO

WHILE ENERGY BAR IS RED

-»'ii4'lf<-tf4'N-» +

HYPER MOVE!
ATANY TIME

4- ^ +



MONDO
HEIGHT: I7*c»*i

WEIGHT:
AGE: <*2

BLOOD TYPE: AO
NATIONALITY: IAPANESE
WEAPON: HOLY DRAGON SPEAR

SVPER MOVE!
CHORIKI: DAIDVTSVMETSV

WHILE ENERGY OAR IS RED

l +
(dr Ri -f Rj)

HYPER MOVE!
AT ANY TIME

4 l +

HEIGHT msc»*i

WEIGHT <dk$
AGE: 14
BLOOD TYPE: A
NATIONALITY: RVSSIAN
WEAPON: KRAASNV'I BOORYA

SVPER MOVE! HVPER move;
ATANY TIME

4- —> 4 +

CALL ME OVEEN
WHILE ENERGY OAR IS RED

+ SLASH
(dr Ri R2)

T
A. IL

B MWfir.—«*a> J-my i. ™
t

4
fii



SVTER /HYPER MOVE!

RV/N-GO IRON
HEIGHT: M»<

I WEIGHT:
I AGE: 10

DLOOP TYTE: A
NATIONALITY: AMERICAN
WEAPON: NO NAME

SVTER MOVE!
DA1CHI HYAKVSAI
WHILE ENERGY OAR 15 REP

«-* l
lor Rt Ri)

HYPER MOVE!
ATANY TIME

*.«-*-*-* + A

F JIJ 4.1

Xftll ff 1
L -



HEIGHT:
WEIGHT:
AGE: lOw

DLOOP TVTE: AO
NATIONALITY: CHINESE
'WEAPON: KONSOVGAKKA

HYPER kAoVE!SV/PER MOVE!
DODODONPAPPA

WHILE ENERGY PAR IS REP
-M-tf l + A

{fir Rl -f R2)

a an 1

% ^'vJkq

\ -Wmter

p
^ f ^M

I .
USHEJ
jar*1 ggj

i

liiTrd .. •: 1 L ^ "



HEIGHT: 21*0*1
WEIGHT:
AGE: *<>?

DLOOD TYPE; O
NATIONALITY: ?

WEAPON: ARMOR DVSTER

AT THE TITLE SCREEN. WHEN THE OPTIONS ARE COMING IN
FROM LEFT TO RIGHT. DO l *-* ON THE !P PAD. YOV WILL
HEAR FIGHT. NOW DEGIN YOVR GAME. HIGHLIGHT £l|l AND
PRESS t+>

SHO SHINJO
HEIGHT: ?

WEIGHT, ?

AGE: ?

DLOOD TYPE: ?

NATIONALITY: IAPANESE
WEAPON: ?

CODE TO PLAY AS SHO IS SIMILAR TO THE GAIA
DVT VNFORTVNATELY CAN'T DE RELEASED VNTIL
NEXT ISSVE. SO STAY TV/NED!
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and Gulliver's House. Mere are also ten mini tracks, used lor Me impressive split-screen 2-player Duel mode or in Me Time Attack mode. These are easily the

lamesl feature ot Motor Toon - why create ten dinky tracks when you could have done a lourtti brain-atrophying regular track? It's extremely hard ta describe

the absolute hyper-joy which Me regular tracks exude, most especially Gulliver's House. In what oMer driving game can you cruise threeife a massive bouse,

(don't scream Club Drive!' just yet) evading massive chess pieces and pool balls, driving around huge transparent aquariums, drop into a massive sink. race

around gigantic fruit displays and cakes, zip around a roulette wheel and even drive by an oversized PlayStation system? Yes. Motor Tooa is hue power
Beyond Me basic acceleration ami brake controls, you have a "slide" button, which helps you maneuver sharp turns and Me obscene comers Mood * many

ot Me mini-tracks like Jean Garden or Strange Place. Also available on-Me-fly are live different views ranging from in-car lo a reverse view looktog at Me bool

of your auto. AnoMer original Mature ol MTGP are crystals strategically placed Mroughout each level, which randomly transform your car Into hoonooM tone,

boosting your overall speed. While on Me subject ol vehicles, live different racers are available, all wIM different strengths and weaknesses, hut each car has

87



an actual... personality. It’s very hard to explain, as these polygon cars must be seen, but the way each racer contorts, warps and stretches as you round turns,

catch ma|or air or even just sit there Is totally unique lo each one. 01 course, character designs by the masterful Susumu Matsushita, founder of Light &
Shadows. Inc. don't hurl either.

Motor Toon's music Is excellent, fitting the game quite well. Most of it Is hyper-cute, with the exception of the 6ullhrer House track - fantastic booming sym-

phonic stuff. Strangely absent. I fell, were speech samples of the same sort as Ridge Racer... but then again, the most annoying trait of Ridge Racer was the

announcer, so this may please fans of that game.

To sum up. Motor Toon Grand Prtx is the best home racing game ever made. The best home racing simulator award still rests with the PlayStation version ol

Ridge Racer, but for pure ioy of control and visual impact. MTGP Is so-far unbeatable, and with a Namco Ne-G-Con (twist it right to him right, left to him left

etc.), you may never again lum your PlayStation off. I had bul one major complaint about the game: Driving off the tracks and discovering little extras like a

ytf
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PLAY-
STATION
PREVIEW

’
- PLAYSTSTION • SONY MUSIC ENT.’;f^

|

3-D ACTION/RPG

AVAILABLE NOW JAPAN j

January 27th is to be a day ot jubilation tor PlayStation owners - five fantastic .

s. games in one day! Among the games that'll be released on this joy day/^
, \sare Raiden Project, CyberSled. Space Griffon VF-9 and the game/'s'*

you see here - Kileak. the Blood. Kileak is Sony Music

/ Entertainment s first PlayStation effort, and what a way \

// to start oft right! The design team of computer graphic

ft 77 experts behind the game. Genki. were responsible for the \

/ '7 excellent 300 CG poinl-and-clicker Burning Soldier. This game is ’ \
t//' radically dillerent. however: It’s a Doom-style 3-D shooter with -fXju
7/ much more freedom ol movement... you can look and shoot up and

'

7 down, and there are role-playing elements throughout the game. The shots \
you see here represent only the intro and first level of the game, so slay \V
tiinorl navi mnnth lira'll houo a full rouioui nf thic cnro.fn.ho.hiti .Mink Dnv „
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Sony Computer Entertainment's Ptiilosoma Is earning

along amazingly, as yon can see here. Phllosama lea-

lures 3-0. sine, and top-new shooting stages: camera
movement Is accomplished via superbly detailed, ultra

hlgh-res Cfi cinemas. Phllosoma should he available

by March, so loo* lor a lull review very soon!

Sony Computer Entertainment s Arc Ore lad Is looking evermore iovoos. This Shining SCi's Seeeoke Cyber Fullmant Jlgeku Hen Is a special -

Force-style Siralegy/BPG is due out mis Soring! eflects-laden Stiategy/HPG-

Panther Software s Space Srttlon VF-9 [Formerly known as Hamleli Is an ultra-smooth 3-0 Aclior RPG In wnicn you control a transtoimabie mech. Space
Grirton else leatures enhelievaOly hlgh-res 11024x7281 cinemas look lor a review next Issue!

Kernel's Cosmic Race Is a racing game in which yen At last i home version ol me el die coolest arcade shoot-

have your choice el several outlandish vehicles. ers ever. Item 's IMe-seen IV* el the Bottom ol he Seal

Namco's visually Incredible Virtea Fighter- stile arcade game Tekken/Rave War is coming to a PlayStation near you In March, and It promises to he a

100% exact arcade port! Joy!
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mission a
1)111' BLACK

Games like this will never be made, or come out, here In the land ol the big license, and that makes them all the more appealing to me. I don't understand a

word ot Japanese but somehow I knew exactly what I was doing (the adventure Is very visual) and thoroughly enjoyed this entire game. Now I hear that a

sequel Is m the works. I will be waiting... patiently. E. Storm

earn Innocent are the amazing CG and animated intermissions and sub

that you play wttMn, as you access computers and solve problems,

pixely at times) you are guiding a gorgeous, scantily clothed
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' Quarantine is a ground breaking first person driving and shoot-

b iffg game set in a grim future. You are Drake Edgewater, a 21st*

ceptury cab driver desperate to escape from the quarantined
B city of Kemo. You are driving a modified 52 Checker “hover-

cab" armefe with headlight mounted machine gups. We hope

you remefnber your defensive driving skills because to quit

Kemo you(jl have to brave rockets, bullets, mines and annoying

pedestrians. Pickup and deliver fares to earn money for rpore

and betterweapons... Make sure you’ve got a good set of wiper

blades (it's so hard to see where you’re going with blood on
your windshield!) A lightning fast new 3D
engine and spectacular dark and moody
graphics bring this this cool futuristic city to life

(and death). It's ROADWARRIOR
meets BLADERUNNER (with a taste

of ESCAPE FROM NEW
YORK)... It's QUARANTINE!
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300 • SILENT SOFT.
\

ACTION/STRATEGY !

AVAILABLE NOW l

Efl

KIM. A lltll'NII!

“'"FT- i

It never ceases to amaze me. how many great games seem to come out of riowhere. Unlike the Zelda's. Sonic s, and Mortal Kombat's out
there.(aH of which boast, big time development and marketing budgets) these games often originate from small, obscure software groups.

Developed by a company that (ironically) goes by the name Silent Software Inc.
. Return Fire for the 3DO has the polish and quality ol a game

made by the big boys. Yeah right, what s so great about Return Fire?, you ask. Well hang on. Sarge. we II get to that part later first, let me
define the game to you. As I would soon find out. explaining the genre of this game would prove to be difficult, as it wasn t that easy to put your
finger on what type of game it was. At first, RF (with its military theme, individual missions and the viewpoint of the overdl playfietd) seemed to

resemble the Desert/UrbarVJungte Strike senes, but upon closer investigation. I found Return Fire contained much more depth than any of EA's
search and destroy games The main objective is very simple: you must set forth from your base onto enemy territory, find a yeen flag ddden
somewhere withm your opponents (well protected)

military compound and return the flag to your base, without getting yourself killed in the process Easy n theory, drfficult in execution
Your armament consists of one 4-wheel drive. ATV/nmssile launcher, one high speed attack chopper one armored tar* and
one jeep The ATV is the slowest but can do the most destruction and has the strongest armor The hehoopter can (obviously) cover ground
faster and more effectively than the others. The tar* has a mce balance of speed. maneuveraMty. and armor. The jeep is toe weakest agamst
enemy fire, but is the only vehtde that can culture toe flag.

Playing Return Fire is a trip m itself. The music 6 a compdafion ol several popular classical fcfies. al presented n Dotoy Surround Sound
When you use the chopper, you will hear Fhft of toe Va*aries-ata Apocalypse Now When you re runreng away from enemy fire, you hear
Flight of the Bumblebees When you are successful with your mission, you writ be greeted with a fu*-mot»n ticker tape parade, with NaHetua'
Hallelua! blaring in the background very cod! The first time I heard the music. I nearly hit the floor laughing. The graphics are (again) remi-

niscent of EA's Strike games, except with better detail and a cod auto-scale zooming effect

The overall presentation of Return Fire will draw you in, but its the unique diversity, mmd taxing strategy required and the devilishly warped
sense of humor that will have you begging for more and is the core of RF's outlandish personality And if you think Return Fire is massive fun in

the one player mode, try playing with a friend as he tries to create a new orifice in your butt with his chopper guns blaring away as you scurry
away, flag m hand. It just doesn't get any better than that. -K.LEE

t

VICTORY IS MINE!
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COACH ‘K’ COLLEGE HOOPS

A nother Winter CKS has come and gone

and the image that I am left with is of

an industry in transition. 16-bit is defi-

nitely slowing down, and the next generation

slulT won't lie seen for another nine months. On

the sport software side of things, it was pretty

quiet. KA was not on the floor of the show,

although they had Coach ‘
K

’ College

Basketball on display at their party on the eve

of the show. Sega Sports was present with two

new games: NBA Action *95 and World Series

Baseball ‘95-both previewed in this edition of

CameFan Sports. Other than those titles, there

was nothing that I would classify as “Mow you

away” kind of slufT. There were no new 32X

sports titles. I .a Kussa and Mil. were strictly

AWOI. on 31)0 and Crystal Dynamics was

showing their new sports titles to buyers only at

BMC's lioolh. The good news is that, even

though the quantity of product being delivered

to the consumers is slowing down, the quality is

on the rise. And. in judging the early software

for Ikith the Play Station and Saturn in Japan,

we can expect that the attention to detail and

quality that has come to characterize latter day

16-hit sports software will carry over into the

new generation...ln other news...the Super Bowl

will be history by the time you read this, and I

can only hope and pray that my ‘Sillers' will be

in possession of the Lombardi Trophy. In spite

of a year that featured strikes in both profes-

sional baseball and hockey, the strength of the

football season made it a banner year for me.

The NFC featured two dynasty teams battling it

mil as they seem to do every year, and the AFC

offered parity and excitement that kept most

teams in the running until the final week of the

season. I'he best news is that, even if there is no

‘95 baseball season, or if hockey never comes

back. I can play football all year around and

enjoy the highest quality interactive baseball

and hockey games from the comfort of my own

living room. I hope you enjoy this edition of

CamcFan Sports: turn the pages and revel in

the last great year of 16-hit!

Wow! Coach 'K‘ College Basketball takes the Genesis ver-

sion of NBA Live ‘95 and tweaks it just enough to make
it a better, more complete simulation than the original.

The first thing that strikes you about the game is the
fact that the designers have adjusted the speed in the
game to a point that makes more sense. Coach *K‘

becomes much more of a defensive game this way, and a
much better simulation in the process. All of the fea-

tures that made NBA Live ‘95 such a great- game are

here in Coach ‘K‘; the game's isometric viewpoint, large well-animated charac-

ter* that do not crowd the
paint, graphic candy-such as
statistics that pop-up on the
fly during play, adjustable ref-

eree levels, ‘turbo’ feature, and
user-adjustable play features
that control everything from
the length of the game to
fatigue factors.

What's different is the nature
of the college game itself.

Season play is accomplished
through &, 12, 16, 24 or 32^
game tournament^ that lead

to the championship bracket.

You can choose to play fcvery

game, or simulate things
when you’re pressed for time.

You can play anything from 2
to 20 minute half(s), save
player statistics in thirteen

different offensive and defen-

sive categories, and team
statistics in 17 different cate-

gories. There are 32 different

college teams to choose from;

including Puke (no brainer
there), Arkansas, UCLA and
Alabama.
The 'bottom line’ in Coach *K‘

College Basketball is that the
game is pure fun to play.

Bringing defense into the
game has really heightened
the level of realism, and slow-

ing 'the game down has
allowed for more realistic

scoring, more blocked shots
and steal, and, overall, a more
balanced game. Add to all of

this a very cool free throw
screen and you have a feast
for college hoops fans.

As to whether or not owners
of NBA Live ‘95 need to pur-

chase this game; well, I defi-

nitely prefer Coach ‘K’ over its
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in Coach K

College
Basketball is

that the game Is

pore fun to play.

TECMO 5UPERBOWL
limited edition,

and an experience

that no true grid-

iron freak should

The Genesis version of Tecmo Super Bowl 2 is equal to its SNES counterpart in every way. The

graphics and sound show tremendous improvement over previous Tecmo product and, as

always, Tecmo has provided the player with a well presented, detailed NFL simulation that has

been written specifically for the toughest football critic and fan.

Since the advent of 10-bit gaming and the rise of Madden and Montana, Tecmo's arcade

aspects have always seemed a little on the light side. Although I would like to say that this

has changed with the new title, I can't. But, Tecmo fan6 don't really buy the game purely for

M , a , M
the arcade elements. What has always separat-

|M II I I
games from the rest was the

TTT TT-rn depth of the simulation, and Tecmo ^ethers the

I f *_-!•«-« 1
\ I

900d*>. You can compete in a multi-season for-

/••'/'
I

agamst computer controlled Offenses'and

ftitLtj I ,*£, 1

J

|
I , l k , 1

1

\
,|

defenses that win do anytMogVat ro« over for

A your offensive and defensive attack, keep

I £
I A * statistics ever m jr„pie seasons with

! . I
|

\ .eag.e .nadn-s. and n^n post you- name in tne

2 coeil 'Hal! of Fame" if you should better the record of

an all-time great.

I am not going to tell you to sell-off your new

i
- i-- NFL ‘95 (I’ve been playing it for five months-stiti

•O V « » 'J V t,ie best!) or Madden ‘95, but football fans

*
\ • F,

T"
1

\ should take a serious look at Tecmo Super Bowl

I 1
1
t-JL-i |

* ^ \
'2. It is a great game, a

'
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imited edition, and an
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TENNIS

true with every

aspect and detail

of the sport

brought to life.

ATP Tennis is a tremendous sports title and one lhat every Genesis

sports nut must own. As previewed in last month's GameFan

Sports, ATP is a tennis fanV dream come

true with every aspect and detail of the

sport brought tolife. GGNGSIS
With any tennis game, it is tough to stray 5£GA 5PORT5
too far from the 'Pong' feel that is inher-

i

| ^ PLAYGR
ent in the play mechanics of the game.

But. with ATP that feeling melts away as

you find yourself in a grueling serve-and- NOW
volley gaine with Borg, where every shot in jflHMIHlHMHB
your ansens I is required to be successful, and every angle and strat-

egy has to be executed with precision. Your computer alter-ego can

lob the ball, drill a passing shot, move in and out and side to side,

cut the ball and drive 100 mph serves up the gut of your opponent!

Of course, your opponent has a few tricks up his sleeve as well and

making your way through tournament play (saved to battery), let

alone beating your first opponent, is very tough indeed.

When comparing ATP to existing tennis product on the Genesis.

there are only two products that challenge the quality of ATP;

— WimWedon Tennis from Sega Sports and IMG International Tennis

from EA Sports; both being very strong titles in their own right.

jjj|

ATP is better than both of these fine products, and. in terms of

V replay value, blows them away with entertaming gamepiay and a

1 quality simulation that lies just below the surface. I recommend

] this game to both casual fans and dedicated tennis buffs. There

I

is something in ATP Tennis for both and enough fun to last the

entire year. • Talko

Genesis Review
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WINTERVes*!
Another CES has come and qone. I d have to taq this one as CES lite. In

tact. I believe that the best qame there was playinq at our booth.

Tohshmden lor the Sony Playstation. On the other hand, while the amount
f

ol new qames was somewhat life, the amount ol into and new announce i

ments tloatmq around was abundant. Seqa threw a really cool party, and I <

had lun playinq Virtual Boy... those were the hiqh points tor me. The E3.

which will be held in Los Anqeles this comlnq May. is bemq touted as the
,

show ol shows. This is where Seqa. Sony, and Nintendo will all unveil their
j

64 bit hardware. We already have Saturns and Playstations, so lor us. the I

E3 will boil down to one thmq. the Ultra 64. which will be hands on
|

playable lor the first time. What you'll find on the lollowinq pages is a

breakdown ol some ol the best new qames lor each plattorm. Bare in mind,

many ot the qames are covered in this very issue. We work last.

For a Winter show in a transitional season, Sega put on quite a display at the CES. Tom Kalinske got the ball rolling with a full blown press confer-

ence at Sega s adopted Vegas home, the Alexis Park, the only Hotel in Vegas without a gambling castao... I hate gambling casinos. There s nothing

worse than hundreds of lumbering souls with buckets of quarters when you’re trying to get to your rooffl to watch True Lies for the fourth time. During

the conference Tom touched upon Sega s winning year with a blistering 60% market share, plans to launch the Neptune 32X/Genesis console at an
amazing price ot 149. 99 (he held it up), the September release of the Saturn at a price between three and five hundred dollars (he held that up to), and
introduced Sega's latest ace in the hole, Deion Sanders. Everyone had happy Sega hankies , and the whole thing came off ultra positive. One interest-

ing remark Tom made was that the engineers at SOA cannot get Sonic 1 to run on a Pentium! This gave me great personal joy as / would consider such a
port pure sacrilege. Sega is going to throw the teeny PC market a bone and release some FMV stuff. . . the perfect place for it! Tom also danced around

the imminent release ot the 16-bit Venus handheld. Right now the price (it would be around 199. 99) is just too high for Sega 's blood.

Sega's plan is simple... it's called the triple play. You've got the Genesis (which Sega will continue to support vigorously in 95) at 99.99 for the

casual user/K-Mart shopper, the new 32X (which will be Sega s main focus tor years to come) tor the mass market, and the Sega Saturn tor the hard

core gamer who demands the best and has the money to buy it. This makes a lot of sense, but two things need to happen to make it work. Number one,

SOA has to make the Saturn compatible or bring out imports SIMUL TANEOUSL Y to keep that hard core gamer happy (he s miserable right now with all of

his RPG s sitting over in Japan). I know thts for a fact, because he's my main focus, and I've got all his letters to prove it. Number two, the Ultra has to

either go away or come in over the announced price of 249. 99 with a pack in. The 32X is a great system but it has limited sound and texture mapping
capabilities. The Neptune (with a game) will cost you in the neighborhood of 220.00. If you can buy a 64-bit power house with a Miyamoto pack in tor

thirty bucks more, this may throw a ma/or wrench in Sega's plans. Ot course Sega has Daytona, Sonic, Shinobi, Knuckles, intense marketing, and mil-

lions of dedicated users. Nintendo has to overcome years of fibbing, we could go back and forth all day, but you see what I'm saying... There's also a
little company called SONY on the launching pad.

Hot at the show for Sega was Comix Zone (a fully interactive comic that is just too cool), X-Men 2-Clone Wars (see page 62), and Batman and Robin

(holy special effects!), lor the Genesis, Eternal CD, Dungeon Explorer, and Lords of Thunder tor the CO, and Tempo (pg. 73), Metal Head fpg. 70), and
the AMAZING Chaotix (pg. 72), tor the 32X.
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NINTENDO
KIRBY'S DREAM COURSE

HPj

It was an interesting time over at the massive Nintendo area. I crossed ground! You play VR Mario on two plains! The graphics look great and
the land of DKC hoping to be dazzled by Starlox 2. Commanche. and FX the depth is hard to describe. There was also an F-1 demo that blew me
Fighter. Starlox 2 looked great, but I've been down that road. away. Again I can't describe it. but take my word tor it. you've never

Commanche is ultra pixelized (but plays very well) and FX Fighter, well, played a REAL 3D game. A Starlox type shooter, and an overhead shooter

let's just say it needs work. To my surprise what really impressed me at where you fly BETWEEN the scrolls was also present. The Virtual Boy
the Nintendo booth was the Virtual Boy! What a cool device ... was. for me at least, the high point of the CES.

this is! At first you think black and red. big deal. But once ~

n i
Ninten(l0 debut the Ultra-64 at the upcoming E3 in

you are immersed in a true 30. bitmapped world of it, it ( (31 (tjT
MaV- Ditj V°u see ,he Mask ? Remember at the end

becomes a very personal experience. The black and red when Ipkiss (the Mask) pulls out the mega cannons at

creates a unique atmosphere unlike anything I have ever the end of the movie... that's kind of what Nintendo is

experienced in gaming. Hey. I love gadgets, and this is the ultimate gad- doing at E3. The Ultra is a BIO GUN!

get! It looks and feels totally new. I played Telero Boxer first and was The best looking SNES stuff at the show was Squares animation/SGI-

mildly amused, then I moved to Pinball and started to really get into it. Mana style-made in the USA-RPG, The Secret of Evermore. Titus's

But then... I saw Mario! He’s walking along side scroll and then all of a amazing Prehistoric Man. Xonami's Metal Madness. Capcom's return

sudden, he turns and walks into the background... way into the back- to the original Megaman. Megaman 7, and Nintendo's own Starlox 2.

VIRTUAL BOY
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

CPU: 32-BIT RISC PROCESSOR RUNNING
AT 20 MHz
DISPLAY: DUAL MIRROR-SCAN. HIGH

RESOLUTION. LED DISPLAYS

AUDIO: STEREO SOUND WITH SELF CON-

TAINED DUAL SPEAKER SYSTEM
MEASUREMENTS: 8.5"H X 10 W x 4.3 'D

SOFTWARE: ROM CARTRIDGE

WEIGHT: 760 grams (HEAD UNIT ONLY)

I

7ih

COME ON IN...
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MADVSOFT INFERNO

BRAIN OEAO 13
For some odd reason. 300 Company again parked their booth in the PC/pocket protector section of the CES, quite a hike from the video game arena,

which was also infected with interactive PC products (that 's how slow this show was). I think it 's time for 3D0 to join the party over with the consoles.

The bulldog upgrade info, could be extracted from 3D0 rep s, but no demo unit was present, only a short video clip on the huge 300 screen. No price

was available, but it will be out late this year. Goldstar announced the MPEG pack which will come packaged wftb Total Recall at 199.99. The MPEG
pack will be compatible with the Goldstar unit ONL Y. Goldstar also announced two new pack-ins for their 3DO unit, Shockwave and FIFA will both be in

the box for 399.99! ’% f » « >
There were many impressive titles present as well including Konami s incredible Policooauts. Warp s 0 s Diner (which unfortunately may not make it

oaf In the US). Virgint mega animated sports spoof Otnoblaze. Panasonic $ amazing FMVgame starring Tia Carerre. The Daedalus Encounter. Any

Channel's PO'ed. ReadySoft s Brain Dead 13. GameTek’s Quarentine and HELL, (starring Oennis Hopper and Grace Jones). ao43D0 Co's Killing Time.

Primal Rage was announced as well and will be coming oot thisNovember on every platform known to man.

POLICENAUTS
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ATARI (CO)

BLUE LIGHTNING

ATARI (CO)

VARUNA S FORCES

!-. r

Atari took up a nice sized chunk of the floor at the CES and had quite a
bit of new software on display, as well as the new Jag CD. Most impressive

7 for the CD was the amazing opening CG demo for Battlemorph. The FMV
mmp looked a bit tiley fsimilar to the FMV on 3D0). but the game graphics fT ;

looked great. Blue Lightning, and Varuna s Forces both looked very promts-

• ing for the upcoming March launch. Of course. Atari had a healthy batch of ^^ carts as well, the best being. Conan, the lightning fast racer-Burnout, the J« i zoomina- White Men Can't Juno. Soace war 2000. Power Drive Rally. Ultrazooming-White Men Can’t Jump. Space war 2000, Power Drive Rally, Ultra

Vortex, and Rayman. The jury's still out on Fight for Life, this fighter has a ways to go (miles) before it gets anywhere near Virtue, and no
miracle on Earth could put it In the same class as Toshinden on the Playstation. Atari has their work cut out for them in '95.

/ mTQC

4-PLAY

BATTLE SPHERE
ATARI

BURNOUT

00 *fSTBO

ATARI

WHITE MEN CAN'T JUMP

ATARI

WHITE MEN CAN T JUMP
ATARI

CONAN (WORKING TITLE)
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SMM turned out in force for the first time in over two years

with the roll out of their HEO CEO CO. They had a cool Haomaru
actor livening up a dismal tent full ofPC goo. as well as a
Samurai contest that we would have easily won, if they would

have picked Mick. Most of the launch titles are CO versions of

the older cartridge stuff, but there were lour new games present,

including: Panic Bomber. Zed Blade. Ouruin, and Fight Fever. The best

news Is that there is a Samurai Shodown BPG, an ADM RPC, and a 266-meg
Fatal Fury 3. all on the way to CO! It SMM releases some platformers and RPCs, they could

easily grab back a big chunk ol their home users, let's hope they do! Personally. I’m still

waiting for Magician Lord 2. Release that SMM, and you've got my money!

By tar my most Joyous meeting I had at the show was with Core Design s

. Jeremy Smith and Susan Lusty. Hot only did Jeremy have buckets of amazing

^ software to show me, but he 's just the coolest guy I've ever met. You don 't get

^ 4X .
f° lough too much at these things, so sitting down in the Core booth is always

— , v H w
a kicker. Pictured below are: Swagman (Core's Nightmare Adventure game for

V *1 t • the Saturn and Playstation. Jag CD) - Laura Cruz (ggguuurrr) from Tomb Raider
’

*
. mi 1 (M 30 Action Adventure for the Saturn, Playstation, Jag CD, and 3D0), Demos

from Shellshock for the Saturn, and the amazing BC Racers for the 32X. BC on

32X is lost the coolest racer I've ever seen. Core's Golf game, The Scottish

Open-Virtual Golf for the 32X, was also at the show (I'll have pic's for ya' next month) and is so good, that after you play it, you’ll hit the

can with all your old Golf carts! In the months to come, we'll have special features on all of Core's exciting new games. In the mean-
time, give “The Swagman Cometh " a read and then go out and pick up Skeleton Krew. That oughta ' keep ya ' busy!
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SPECIAL
PREVIEW

BOSSFEST
AVAILABLE APRIL

Well, here II is. the final version o! what is perhaps, technically, the best

16-bit Sega game ever created. Alien Soldier. You're probably wondering

exactly what yea are looking aL At first glance AS looks like an ail out boss

test. Well, that's because it is. There's maybe one minute ol side scroll

Alien bashing between each boss, but besides that AS is non-stop mega
boss lighting! I'm net talking your average one minute kills either, these are

fearsome beasts! Most are huge and travel as yea beat upon them. Many of

them take over five minutes to kill! The action scrolls in last about every

direction imaginable and the special effects literally never stop. I guess

Treasure figured: why build up to a tew awesome bosses?... we ll just make
a whole game out ol them! Hey. it works for me. I'll tell you one thing. I am
now a PROFESSIONAL BOSS KILLER! It you're looking lor the mest intense

action to tax your gaming skills, track down a cart Oils March when AS hits

Japan. US release?...SOA said nada, so we re working on it -E. Storm
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It's been a year since the Northridge Quake, and
before I'd totally forgotten the chill from our experi-

ence here in LA. Japan was hit with a 7,2.

Unfortunately, Nintendo. Capcom and Konami are

located near the epicenter at Kobe, in southern
Japan, with Konami being the closest. I hope none of

these game companies were hit too badly!

Well, the tragedy has officially begun in Japan as the

32-Bit system wars commence in earnest. There's no
clear winner yet. but I'll keep you posted!

Let me start you off with some SNK news. Since Matsushita is releasing the Power-PC upgrade for the 3DO.
SNK thought it best to introduce a for their Neo*Geo CD Apparently, this powerful upgrade will

cost no more than 5.000 Yen. (S50) but you'll have to send your Neo CD in to SNK to get the upgrade. SNK will

officially announce this upgrade in Spring. The first game programmed for the 32-Bit Neo, the 266-Meg
- Road to the Final Victory, will be out in arcades in March and for the home in April. I probably shouldn't

mention this right after the 32-Bit CD announcement, but seems that SNK is planning to announce a brand new
home system late 95 I'll keep you informed about these two systems in the months to come And finally,

some big news for Neo*Geo RPG fans. A game that's in development right now. exclusively for the Neo*CD is

Early rumors report that the battle scenes in the RPG will be regular fighting-game

style!

NINTENDO
On December 21st. 1994. Nintendo, along with fhe television service company St. Giga.

announced its new project. To be released on April 1st. 1995 for a price of

14000 Yen, or about S150. Satellaview is very similar to the Sega Channel in that you'll be
able to download games from a remote cable service for home play. To access the system,
all you need is a Super Famicom. the BS Antenna and Tuner, and of course the
Satellaview system. With the Satellaview. games such as RPGs can be downloaded, beat,

and when completed, simply download new dungeons, scenarios or quests for the same
RPG. Likewise, new tracks for driving games can be added. No information is available yet

on whether this service will be released in America. The networking business is getting pretty popular now. and
I'm sure this will open up many new possibilities in the video game industry!

Usually our coverage is in Other Stuff, but I've got some hot Ultra game info from Japan, so here we
go: Nintendo is doing Mario vs Wario. Tetris 3 and M . Kart 2 Capcom's doing a game. Konami is

doing a C. . Seta's doing Twin Eagle II and Square is doing . I’m not totally sure yet.

but I heard that Nintendo's going to be showing the Ultra-64 in March at an as-yet-unnamed Japanese conven-
tion... before E3! This is possible becuase it s unlikely Nintendo would debut a new home system in America
before Japan. If this rumor is true. I ll have a full report on this convention next month!

Special K s last-minute info

Sega will be releasing Outrun for the . Since Space Harrier and After Burner have been released, it

seems pretty obvious that Outrun would be next ... but aren't we forgetting something? ! Dempa
Shimbun has had the license to release the game for years now on Mega-CD. but it's finally expired and
Sega's getting right to work on the 32X version... finally! In other Sega news. Yuji Naka. the creator of Sonic the

Hedgehog (Whose name was misspelled "Yuju Naka" in the American Sonic & Knuckles manual) is currently

working on a 2-D Sonic game for the Saturn! I've heard rumors of a 3-0 Sonic game being developed in the

U S, but this seems to point to the contrary. The Saturn Sonic game should be out
before the end of the year. Also. Taito will be releasing on the

Saturn. Namco is releasing on Saturn, too. Well, please keep you
eyes on JN! and GF32 for the latest hardware info!

is currently developing Final Fantasy VII for the Super Famicom. utilizing

Donkey Kong Country-style SGI graphics. Furthermore, the game is 64-Meg!
Hopefully it won't be that expensive... Also. Legend of the Sacred Sword 3 (Secret

of Mana 2) is currently in development.
Other arcade news is that

( ) from Super SFII Turbo is in Capcom's
as a hidden character. Check it out as soon as X-Men hits the US!
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JPUIflL JAPAN NOW! Daytona USA Update
This month's JN! pick is Daytona USA for the Sega Saturn. I have the latest pics for you! Compare these beautiful new shots

with the ones we ran just last month... the difference is amazing! Can you believe it's only 50% complete? All of the Saturn

teams at Sega of Japan are working on Daytona and Virtua Fighter 2 simultaneously. Daytona will bo done in March and VFZs
supposed to be shown at the Tokyo Toy Show in June!

Compare these two screen shots. Most people seem
to think that the Saturn can't do a perfect version of

Daytona, but I don't think so. I bet that many of you
have seen Ridge Racer for the PlayStation and were
shocked, but T guarantee Daytona will shock you
more! Just hang on!

6 Months Ago... And Now!!





Yu Yu Hakusho VR Dragon Wars

MAI CAMMY FROM JAPAN!

p DIE HARD IS NOW
'u TAKING SPECIAL

wJk K ORDERS FOR

GARAGE KITS mtm
FIST OF THE

NORTHS!AR

SPACE HARRIER: $29.99

TEMPO: S64.99

METAL HEAD: S64.99

SUPER MOTOCROSS: S64.99

SONIC CHAOTIX: SB4.99

AVAILABLE NOW..

SEGA’S

4ft

4-

For Fast Overnight Delivery Call

818-865-2599
OR FAX YOUR ORDER: 1818) 865-2595

PLEASE INCLUDE YOUR PHONE NUMBER!S E3 **
C.O.D.s WELCOME

%

!

VISIT THE
DIE HARD
STORE NEAR

YOU!

I

® (Mall order service not

available at the
following locations)

948 W. Dundee Rd.

Arlington Hts., II. 60004

(708) 253-GAME

I 343 Coliseum Ave.

| Nashua, NH 03063

| (603) 881-8884

1

3035 Walton Blvd.

Auburn Hills, Ml 48326
(810) 340-8808

8356 Mills Dr.

Town St Country Center
H Miami, FI. 33183
I (305) 271-7197

I 9105 No. Division

* Spokane, WA 99218
I (509) 468-4246

Ventura Mall
Perryville Rd. &
Walton Dr.

Rockford, IL

(815) 395-1123

1508 Northern Blvd.

Manhasset, NY
(516) 627-6200

721 Central Expressway
Plano, TX 75075

INDEPENDENTLY OWNED
AND OPERATED.

COMING
SOON:

Washington D.C.

El Paso, TX
St. Louis, MO

New Orleans, LA
Chattanooga, TN
Springfield, MO



From a deep cave somewhere io Agoura. It's...

We fOStfmtiSijtR

k Dear Gamefar RPC of Ok year? Cm on Master Man, you must have

I have been reading your magatee sace day 1 ad have been m too many crashes lately. Why RPG ol the year?

been writing once a month lor Ok past 2 years. I finally For story? No way!!! I cau watch Hays of or lives" A I

koutftf I’d wrife about somethin! current and maybe you what to cry, or I can hsteti lo Rathe lee Crtlord sag art

would prat my letter really wail. Bui, I want art RPC foal challenges me. not one

I was wondering d The Jaguar was * ciradatien Japan that regures aW ot Kteewex. (A let elfree plugs here

and weadw or out It was very popular? Does H have any hi?)

enoats based in Japan, and de they have lo wail lor la my opinion, Fmal fantasy III a realy a 38 49 hour RPC

rr games tee we have te? Abo, db the Japanese hke the hd Irawn out far another 2B bars by the way R plays. Far

Man system? Arc there plans for any RPC's lor the those that haven I ptayei it (this any gat burini lor yaa,

Japar? Pace you already played the game, sa od that Jap It must

I know that KMer Insihct has Unmade'sam oa R, hat I have at least 3000 miles n I.), ad he characters have ta

aba has the Midway's a* Hare's toe. leas this mean lean magk. But, aaly these la yaw lighting party are

kdkr Instinct caub be coming eat Mather systems besides leaning it as the story progresses There are asaaly 4

the Ultra 84(Japar ia particular)? Abe, is the Ultra 64 peapb in yoarparty l 4 characters overall about ft

piag bba a CO or cartridge hated system, aai what UP espers (the items that caatata be map). Want everyoae

rtMHfeltNIlM la lean al the magic? Adi at least II hops.

Sincerely, Josh Cordasco In addition, ooty your Iptmg party powers up Guess

what sprb Ian? At the eM ol thegm yoa use 12 char

Dear Josh, acters toW the last battle. Rawer up Me add another

Yes my Irtend, the Jaguar did come out in Japan 10 baps.

Unfortunately, it was one el the most iksmallaunches m One mere ting. Pasty Watch outler that chtl!! Toucan

history. I had Yagf do some checking, and he reported bach only change yen party when yarn on he airship. Then

that one tatty large distributor m lohyo who supplies a you have lo restmctpe the whole party. Yen can't just

chain olgame stores sold a whopping twenty Ids first change one character

week, the retailer we buy our games Iron sold two. Why, The chaleage in an RPC should be Ik battles, the pantos,

you ash? fun games do not go over wet in the land ot the and the pest Itsed. Net powering up and leaning magic.

rising sun, nor do ptattorms with touted software. And the And, the storyline should help it abog. FF III was a gaud

whole "M bit" thing... they ain't toyin' it. Japanese gamers gm, tat nut Ike best ta a very lean year ol RPC's.

are extremely pichy when it comes to upgrading. Ihetuper My aaMuatba Haw about Breath el Fbt?

tarmcm, PC fogne, and Mega Drive are slit big there; Yours m earning
. Reety play Endgames

atthoufpi they are buying lots el Saturn and Playstations.

nere are currently no 3rdparties or RPC’s In the works Dear Reefy,

overseas. As tor Killer Instinct, it wit never appear on any Clever... null It sounds to me like you may want to late up

other ptatlorm. Nintendo has many such exclusive coo puiite games or maybe bass lishmg. men an RPC Is long

tracts In place lor net power house Ultra M. and has a massive interlace, mat makes It a better mil

licensing?... everyone who wants lo ride the wave. AM I PlAYINCcm. No two people wdlplay this game exactly

can say is wall iu September. What we are about tn alike, IbaTs cool! Ilit was linear and easy, it surely would

receive lor under three hundred bucks, is utterly mind bog not have won. Photo real backgrounds, a great story, tan

ghng! I wish I could say more. tastic music, andphenomenal special effects, andnot RPC ot

PS. to other guys say Urn Ultra isn't coming out... that's theyear?, Cmen maul I liked BOf too, but better than If2?

tunny, I've road about live press releaseslust In the last No way. Ob, by the way, what are you doing watching Rays

week... maybe they should check the Fax, or should I say ol Our lives and listening toKathie lee C/ftord? these are

tacts. Oh, by the way, you were right! bad things mat can serim/y warp one's mind. Alleastyen

have good taste in 4X4's...a Hummer, hmmmm...

Dear Pest bashe;

love yep nag Great screen shots great reviews and Bear Postmaster,

prenews irs aba ice bread a nag prated on paper I've ben a tan at he MgT despite their ups ate dam.
astead at Chanar Ultra!! Bat, I can belbve they ACTUAUY think that 3 oddbo peapb

P I do have a bane b pleh whh yea, however. (By the way, vopamgbgo,~YNmeMhsfbrimereS?tt.OOICM

da yea Httepyswherbe around 4 bays have any have not only RB graphics; bat BUCK backgrounds as

skebba? Yea need a Hammer, hahyll) Final Fantasy IN - wed?W0W!r

I aba caalbcleve hat they woab have he gad b expect

as b shel eat AN ADOITIONAi FIFTY EMLAIS ter a neasty

B4BR system? The nerve!

An they trying b caver lowered prolM expectations on

hardware prodactea tor B B4 by retying on INF generation

at "gotta have ns'' tar the* Virtual Bay?

Somethmg b the water does not compute"—Prince

1999

Earthworm Jhnb sail,

MargbsK

Wfi.PaM.MN

Hear Alarms,

Have you played a VirtualRey? Obviously uut.rotayou

onemihave, end I'dpay MORI than two hundred tor

one! to redandblack is sees cool! tore are 22 bttbH

m*WO0* >n ilM m, tncnn ,inrt deeeeep .10 linn /

fudge unto you’veplunged. And are you actually cempUniug

about the mostpowerful game system on larth costing

249.99? Rude, youneed help. On top ol that, you listen to

r^mce, teeewww. m nasi you me jnu... mere s nope .

.

Dear Postmeoter.

I that yew maganm b great. I waab take b thank yoa

br patting CamaFanC b CameFan instead at making poopb

who buy yenr engrbr pay twice the money. Year anga

tee b warb be S dodars a amah that I pay br i
Now, let's pd dawn b why rm writmg tes letter. Irybgb

decide which system b bay. The systems I'm trybg b
datide m an Nhteado's Ultra 84, toga's Baton, and

Sony's PbySbtbn. Wi Span make RPC's br the Ultra

M? Mi ben he a seguel b Bookey Kaag Country’ I

boobrt OW when it testcm Ml I thbk it's ana at the best

games ever made.

Now n b the Sahra. Wi ben be RPC's? WH Baybna

be dose b the arcade versba? If M Is, I aught bay a Satan

|nst br thatgm b year Beceabertssae yoa lafcod Meat

agm caled Bag! What wfl N he She? When wfl Wrba

Racbg Sabrncm ob? WI ben he a Sankgm mM
WI bon be agm tea Sank or Marta m be

PbyStatbn? Be yn know wtalgm Capcam b warhbg

n br he PbySbtbn? Can you tel me seme ol be eber

pood paws bat an candag oat br be PbyStaten?

My last gaasten b when an these systems earning oat b

America?

I have a bt at gaestens bat I den want b spend my

money oa a game system that I wi not Bhe.

KbhLaug

Bakdab.CA



Dear Keith,

The answer teyew (nay) questions is complex, but I

writ try. Many people wrote similar letters, so bore goes...

letme look into my crystal dirt clod .. The Ultra isPOmB!

PUotWmgs 2, Mario five, and Ghouls and Ghosts are reason

enough to harness thatpower. At 249.93, 1 can't imagine

anyone passing the U 94 up, so lets talk about the other

guys, ityou're into plattormers, mid HPGs alike, the Saturn

may be your ticket. Clockwork2is done (bliss), Shinobi

(shwmg!) is nearly done, and Sonic isnow hi development.

I actually saw Daytona and was floored bybow close it was

atm. Ihe rtdrav/ needs a little work, but when its dene

(around March), I'm sure it willdeliver big time! There

m man; thmMMMMi to completion: to;

farth, an action 9PC similar to Mana, Byglord Saga, a

Shining force type Strategy 3PB, and Blue Seed, a they

Area type BPS. As you know, Sega BPGs are tdentltul in

Japan and, according to Tom Kalinske, the President olSOA,

importgames wiB be swift in coming. Virtue Is beingdevel-

opedby TWI, and it looks pretty cool. I haven'theardmuch

more on Bug, butyou can bet as soon as any brio, is aval

able, Other Stullor Saturn Previews writhave the scoop.

The Saturn writ surely be a raging system.

Now tor the awesome Playstation (Have mine). ThePSis

the system trichoice ityou like the 30 stall. It can do the

most polygons and is developer friendly with these types ol

games. However, many a One programmer has toldme that

it does notbke to side scroll. So you writprobably not see a

20mascot lor the PS like Sonic or Mario. I think captain

Bock (see Motor Toon CP) may be them (he Is in Japan).

Sony has ported Mickey Mania over, but iTs the same game

as the 16 bit Mickey with more color and better 30. So the

PS can side scroll, but can it lute scroll like Clockwork7

Time will ten. There are only two side scrollers slated lor

release in Japan lor the entire year ol 95. That has to

mean something. There are, however, plenty ol aiming 30

games, shooters and BPGs planned. One thing about the

Playstation that IBUILY like is the tact that I've had mine

Iw only two months, and I already have 16 incredible

games compared to my7 lormy Saturn. PS has many a title

ready to go at launch, andremember, this isn't Imagesoft...

tbs is Sony Corp.... a37 billion dollar company. That is

power. Capcom is releasing their first PS title,

DarkStalkers, this March hi Japan.

The 64 meg Donkey Kong Country sequel writappear on

SNfSiniate '95. 1 hear it annihilatespart I, can you knag

me? 16 bitis stdlahve and kickin', but thatis another

story. The Playstation, Saturn, and Ultra 64 are All slated

Iw a September release in the UJ., but the (3shew winbe

the true test. That is where everyone writ unveri theiroW

cud plans. It writ also be our first opportunity toputow
hands ON an Ultra 64. Nintendo is determinedto be number

one, and the hardware that theywe ottering is almost too

good to be true. Iknow it's a cart system, but ririmy can

compress bke they say they can, we are allinIw a shock

Have you seen the SCIDKC graphics raw, before they were

converted to the SNfS, like the box art,wow November

94covw? Well, that ishow Ultra games writ look. NeedI

say more? In the end though Keith, I don't thinkyou cango

wrong with any ol these new systems. They aUhave

MAJOB support andpower hardware. Bundluck!

I'd like to thank ad olyou Iw the amazing response tomy

little area in ff. I'm working on some tievw ideas tageilo

more ot your incredible mail. Thanks a ton!

P.S. Bleep, I gotyour letter and lound it most btteresbng.

I'm actually going to do some research, and I'dgetbackto

you next month. Also, I willbe going ON lINf on Prmhgy,

and America Online, m February, so be on the look ouL TMs

couldbe dangerous...Cui I'm Crazy!

to jfle of IT1 fun /of /fei fdenfl

5137 Ciareton Dr. Suite 210
Agoura Hills, Ca. 91301

r—,
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Overnight shipping. $6.

Who! do you wont from your

gome dealer? You want a

wide selection. You want fast

delivery. And you want

friendly people who know

games. That's why

Gomewore Express is here.

32X

DKrcMO
We can ship overnight (or just

$6. No hiddermjtjjiOuf
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And when youmil yoOlll be
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first stop Gomewore

%
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Fast-Forward!

}
V0v Welcome to Other Stuff. The Winter CES is over, and now that we re getting closer to E3 the

A > \ gaming industry is about to get the biggest facelift it's ever had. Just what will this facelift

be? The unveiling of the world's first true 64-Bit gaming system, not a mulimedia

machine or SNES CD-ROM as reported in other gaming mags. Also recently "reported"

in other mags was the death of the . Well, sorry guys, you're 100% wrong.

Come E3 you’ll be apologizing to Nintendo and your readers. We've backed the Ultra-64

from the beginning, and as I'm writing this edition of Other Stufl I can guarantee that

are now over . This report came directly from

sources at Nintendo of Australia, who also confirmed that Nintendo has millions ot 64-Megabit ROMs stock-

piled lor the release of the first Ultra games. At E3 Nintendo will have about ten to fifteen games showing, including third party titles. I also have some
new. hardware. The final specs are:

64-Bit CPU
64-Bit Reality Immersion 6raphics Processor

64-Bit Sound DSP with 64 Sound Channels running at 44.1 KHz
320x224 to 1200x1200 lines of resolution (double the average TV)

100,000 Real-time. Texture-Mapped polygons per second.

It's true that the PlayStation can process 360.000 real-time, texture-mapped polygons per second, compared to Ultra's 100,000. but the Ultra has lots

ot impressive hardware features like

that make up lor this fact Just what are these amazing features? Well, Real-Time Anti-Aliasing makes all sharp edges disappear on char-

acters or backgrounds in games like Donkey Kong Country, and it makes the overall picture sharper and much more realistic. Real-Time Ray-Tracing is

basically a superior version ot light-source shading. Real-Time Tri-linear Mitt-Mapped Interpolation, or TLMMI, means that every texture-mapped image

or picture, when scaled in, will never pixellize or block up like you see in recent games like Daytona. Ridge Racer or the PlayStation's Toh shin den. The

Ultra-64 will be the only system to have this technology lor five years, and up til now only $25,000 industrial graphics workstations like the SGI Onyx

have employed this incredible feature. Last but not least Is Load Management, a hardware feature which will get rid of the popup parallax backgrounds

as seen in every 3-0 game ever made. This hardware feature is given to the programmer, so If a bad company who doesn't have a good programmer

makes an Ultra game, there's a chance you'll see popup backgrounds. But if a good programmer, say a Capcom programmer, makes a game on the Ultra

you'll never see popups again. One more thing about the Ultra hardware before I move on to games: A company called Rambus Inc. is developing a

breakthrough high-speed RAM technology for the Ultra that runs at 500MHz. making three-dimensional imagery possible.

At the Winter CES. SGI showed a video which contained demos of the Ultra-64 hardware, and I have only one thing to say... Come this September.

Nintendo's gonna silence a lot of skeptics, in other Ultra news. will be the pack-in lor the Ultra-64, but it might go through a name change.

The new name is not yet known but sources are hinting that the new title will be Dragonfly, the working title for Pilot Wings 1 when it was still in devel-

opment. Pilot Wings 2/Dragonfly will be 64-Megabits. In news. Williams Inc. will not be doing the DOOM conversion tor Ultra-64, id Software, the

creators of the game, will be programming the Ultra-64 version and Williams Inc. will sell the game under it's own label. DOOM will be 64-Meg with an

October release.

in the UK have over six projects in development for Ultra-64 as we speak. Perhaps even a ... who knows?
Williams also has a 3-D lighting game lor the Ultra-64 arcade hardware. This game is still far from being finished since the creator of MK. Ed Boon, is

still working on and will be for another three months. Expect a March ‘96 release for this one. Acclaim's is still in the earli-

est stages of development, but expect a Christmas ‘95 release lor this 64-Meg action game. Spectrum HoloByte. the computer game manufacturer

responsible lor the lamed PC (light simulator Falcon, will exclusively be making an Ultra-64 game. The name of the carl is . based on the boxof-

fice smash of the late 80 s. Capcom has Ultra-64 games in development, and one of these is a new adventure. Another rumored

Capcom title is . the sequel to SSF2T. Konami has a new adventure in the works lor the Ultra and a rumored

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles fighter. Shiny Entertainment is rumored to be making an exclusive version of for the Ultra-64, more news In

future issues.

Sega's Next Level

The will be black in color, with a redesigned pad. and will retail lor . The pack-in will be . Other Saturn games in

development include the sequel to Metal Head. Gunwar. Gunwar will be shown at the E3 and also has a November ‘95 release. Another new Saturn title

is Blackhawk by Novalogic. This CD is the same type of game as Comanche Overkill for the SNES. only much better. Blackhawk will also be shown at E3

and has a December ‘95 release. Sources inside Sega have told me that . the new AM3 Model 2 arcade game Is also being worked on for the

Satum and should be finished by January '96. with a March ‘96 release date. has unofficially confirmed, sorry Laurie, that Is In the

works for Saturn along with and . Rumors of a new game are also floating around but you'll have to read

about that in Japan Now!

Neo*CD
Sources at SNK have confirmed that the new will be released in the 4th quarter ot this year for arcade and home. The specs are

undetermined right now. but next month I will have the specs and the official name for the Neo*Geo CD II!

; a \<v \sn

V -I.
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Recently, at Me Winter CES In Las Vegas. Primal

Rage was announced lor every platform. The

Genesis. SNES, Gameboy and Game Gear versions

will be oat in September followed by the Saturn.

32X. and Jaguar versions in November.

32X Sonic?... No!
This demo created by the C6 staff

at AM3 has been popping up every-

where. as a supposed 32X Sonic

game. It's just a demo, nothing

more. Confucius say; translate

Acclaim Entertainment. Inc. announced Mat It has completed word with

R/Greenberq Associates In the creation ot computer special effects to he

used in New Line Cinema s -Mortal Kombat SGI animation home video, due

out later this year. The movie will feature Acclaim's proprietary motion cap-

ture technology, which utilizes scanning, traditional computer modeling

technigues and a high-tech tethertess optical motion capture process. In

addition to New Line Cinema. Warner Bros. Studios is also utilizing

Acclaim s sophisticated motion capture technology to create special effects

lor its summer 1M5 movie. 'Batman Forever'. Acclaim Studios la sub-

sidiary of the parent company | also unveiled

-UlUmale^soUware lor Silicon Graphics

workstations The studio Incorporates a

slate-ol-the-arl. lull-spectrum lluorescent

fl

posting and layering of characters into a vari-

ety ot entertainment media, including the
,

Sega Saturn, and Nintendo Ultra-64. Titles *

expected to use Pie new technology include:

Batman Forever lor the Saturn. Alien Trilogy

/ 'x

Ultra-64. ACCLAIM S ALIEN TWL06Y
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Lowest
Game Prices

In The
Universe

WOLflNGtR’S WALL*'1 ’

HfcV, Welcome to the wall. It‘e just waiting to be splattered with your art.

That's right kids, no longer are you restricted to just plain old envelopes

to use as your canvas. If you're more comfortable drawing on paper or

cardboard or rice paper, or WHATEVER... Just go nuts (as long as you

keep it around 8 1/2"x11"). So keep that original artwork coming in. and

maybe you too can win an original ink board from "THE ADVENTURES Of

MONITAUR’ Comic book signed by yours truly. Let s show those other

Battle Clash
Brain Lord
FIFA Soccer
Great Circus
Jeopardy: Sports Edition
King of Dragons
MLBPA Baseball
Michael Jordan
Mystic Quest
NBA Showdown
PGA Tour Golf
Pink Panther
Sim Ant
Street Fighter II Turbo
Super High Impact
Voshi's Safari

Nintendo
Enix

EA
Capcom
Gametek
Capcom
EA
EA
Sq. Soft

EA
EA
Tec Magic
Maxis
Capcom
Acclaim
Nintendo

$ 12.88
$19.88
$19.88
$19.88
$19.88
$19.88
$19.88
$24.88
$19.88
$19.88
$19.88
$14.88
$1988
$14.88
$19.88
$ 9.88

$19.88
$ 9.88
$19.88
$29 88
$19 88
$24.88
$14.88
$19.88
$14.88
$29 88
$19.88
$19.88
$14.88
$14.88
$14.88
$29.88

EA
EA
Tengen
EA
Gametek
Konami
EA
Acclaim
Acclaim
EA
EA
Acclaim
EA
Tecmo
EA
THQ

Andretti Racing
Baseball 2020
Dick Vitale
FIFA '95

Jeopardy: Sports Edition
Lethal Enforcers 2
MLBPA Baseball
Mortal Kombat
NBA Allstars

NHL 95
PGA European Tour Goff
Royal Rumble
Skitchin'

Tecmo Super Bowl
Tony LaRussa
X-Band

Sega Genesis

Sega CD
FIFA Soccer
Lethal Enforcers
NHL Hockey
Racing Aces

EA
Konami
EA

524.88
519.88
514.88
514.88

Turbo Grafx Games From $6.88

New • Not Used •>? uundredsAll Hundreds
More!

Super Nintendo





i-VIEWOFOUR

NEW CATALOG

^^NEWSUPEI

&ONTROLLEI

AATART >
JiUNiSiOF.Ti'i

WINTER 1994 TO SPRING 1995 MAILORDER CATALOG

FOR DEALER & WHOLESALE INQUIRES ONLY

TEL: 213-680-8880 FAX:213-621-2177

MAILORDER CALL 1-213-346-



3 DO
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This is the price of failure.

The stakes are high.

And your crew is one bunch of

hard-core head cases.

Altogether; the odds stink.

Care to consider the alternatives?
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Our goal is to try and preserve classic videogame magazines

from years gone by before they are lost forever.

Thanks goes out to all the people who make this possible.

From the original editors and writers,

to everyone involved in acquiring and digitizing these magazines.

People interested in helping us out, in whatever way possible.

Either by donating classic magazines, scanning, editing or distributing them,

visit us at http://www.retromags.com

We are only interested in preserving classic magazines

that are at least 5 years out ofprint.

We have no desire or intention to profit from these in any way.

So please, ifyou come across people trying to sell these releases, don't support them!

Thank You and ENJOY!


